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								How to Use

DIGITAL------------------

In our transition from print to electronic media, our aim is provide the same in-depth and unique content that is the hallmark of
Community Transportation Magazine, with added tools, resources and benefits made possible by digital publishing.
Here’s how some of those tools and elements work together to help you navigate DigitalCT:
The Navigation Bar

				

At the bottom of each page of DigitalCT is a handy display of options that aid you in moving through the magazine. From left to right:
A convenient link to the Community Transportation Association of America webpage – www.ctaa.org transports you directly to the premier web location for the most updated
and in-depth set of resources available on community and public transportation;
Our CONTENTS button returns you to our dynamic and easy-to-use Table of Contents page, where you can select your next feature article or department to explore;

The PREVIOUS PAGE button – and corresponding arrow – sends you back to the page before the current one;
			

Identify your current page location with our PAGE NUMBER display;

And, like the PREVIOUS button and arrow, our NEXT PAGE and arrow move you to the next page in order.

Table of Contents
The single most useful aspect of DigitalCT is our integrated and clickable Table of Contents page. Here, everything is a hyperlink to wisk you away to your desired page or article. Any page number, line of text or
picture is active to make your navigation easier. And, if you accidentally select the wrong page, just use the CONTENTS button at the bottom to send you back home.

Click Away!
A digital publication isn’t of much value if it doesn’t speed you along to the unparalleled collection of resources available on the web. So, we’ve provided in-text links – highlighted in gold boxes – to any relevant
organization, program or piece of information that might be informative and useful to you as you’re reading. So, feel free to treat any gold text box, logo, photo, etc., as a convenient gateway to additional information.

Sights and Sounds
One of the most exciting elements of a digital publication is the opportunity to point to video, audio, Powerpoint presentations and other interactive elements to enhance the more customary words and graphics.
So, we’ve included a set of relevant connections to videos, sound clips and presentation files that would have never been possible in a printed magazine.
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From Our Guest Editor
I’m pleased to introduce this edition
of DigitalCT. When
you read the articles
in this edition, you’ll
see it’s all about how
we coordinate transportation with the
rest of what goes on
in our communities:
infrastructure, planning, service delivery
and, most of all,
with seeing that people can get to the places
they need to go. As you may know, I’m the
Director of the National Resource Center for
Human Service Transportation Coordination,
or NRC. This is a cooperative venture between
the Community Transportation Association and
the Federal Transit Administration.
On the NRC website – www.NRCtransportation.org – we make the statement, “Coordination between transportation and human
services: good practice, good policy.” That same
sentiment is reflected throughout this edition
of DigitalCT. In these stories, you’ll see that
coordination takes on many forms and topics.
We talk about the physical infrastructure of
coordination, such as through passenger facilities, maintenance facilities and other aspects of
the built environment. We explore best practices in technology and communications, areas
in which rapid transformation is yielding new
possibilities and new experiences to the world
of coordinating transportation with its partners.
We feature a number of examples in which co-
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ordinated transportation services are provided
in ways that might have been inconceivable in
years past, such as through car-sharing, and
ways in which coordination between transportation and its partners is reflected in how we
plan and design our communities, such as is
seen in the newest trends of transit-oriented
development and the deployment of “complete
streets.”
Throughout all these stories, there is a
pervasive theme: transportation, especially
the aspects of transportation we encounter
through DigitalCT, is about the people in our
communities, and how their lives are ennobled
and empowered. Whether you see this point in
our magazine’s articles, or venture forth on the
streets of America to hear it yourself, what people want is seamlessness, convenience, safety
and affordability as they get about in their lives.
How do we do that? Through coordination.
When you’re done with this edition of our
magazine, please realize there are more resources you can use as you seek to improve
coordination and quality of transportation
services in your community. As I mentioned
above, I direct a federally funded center that’s
all about coordination. Our website is chockfull of topical information and resources, where
we’re adding new content every day. If websites
are too old-fashioned for you, we’re out there
in social media, such as through following @
NRCtrans on Twitter, or through our blogs –
NRC Capitol Clips, The Express Stop, and NRC
Technical Assistance News.

Previous Page

At least as important as our technology
media, though, are the aspects of the personal
touch we offer to help you with coordination
issues. The NRC has a corps of 10 experienced
professionals dedicated to helping you: our
United We Ride Coordination Ambassadors.
They’re only a phone call or email away, and
are happy to help you address your challenges
and opportunities. You can find out more about
what our Ambassadors are doing by reading
their blogs on the NRC website.
As I encourage you to delve into this edition
of DigitalCT, I want to leave you with a single
word: partnership. Coordination, in all the ways
we’re presenting it here, is all about partnerships. We are committed to helping you realize
the partnerships that will build success in your
community, and are committed to doing our
part in being your partner as you move forward.

Acknowledgement
This special issue of DigitalCT was produced in conjunction with the National Resource Center for Human
Service Transportation Coordination (NRC). The NRC is
a project of the Community Transportation Association of
America conducted under a cooperative agreement with
the Federal Transit Administration. The opinions and
views expressed herein are those of the authors and do not
necessarily reflect those of the Federal Transit Administration or the United States Department of Transportation.
The NRC thanks the project steering committee for advice
and guidance during the production of this magazine.
More information on the NRC may be found at www.
nrctransportation.org.
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Voices from the Community

Coordinating Transportation Can Keep
Families Healthy
DigitalCT Editor-in-Chief Scott Bogren discusses transportation coordination with Dr. Pamela Brown, Executive
Director of the Anne Arundel County (Md.) Partnership for
Children, Youth and Families. Among the topics covered in
this wide-ranging discussion are CTAA’s ongoing work on
re-visioning transit and mobility in Annapolis, Md. — the
very project through with Dr. Brown came into contact with
the Association. Dr. Brown covers the challenges that gaps
in the community and public transportation network create
for her agency’s clients and speaks energetically in support
of coordinated solutions — particularly in the current economic environment.

Click on the microphone icon to the right to
listen to the interview.
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Voices from the Community

One Call, One Click: A Transportation
Coordination Case Study
Interest in one call (and one click) services for transportation is growing throughout the country in
response to customers’ needs for better access to transportation services. One-call services can help
customers quickly learn about available resources -- and how to navigate through what they may
view as complicated programs -- by providing information about, assistance with, and access to services. A one-call service provides customers with a single point of contact for a variety of services,
including transportation. For those interested in improving transportation coordination, one call
– one click services facilitate brokering of services that can reduce duplication of services, leading to
better use of a community’s transportation resources and more rides for community residents.
In Steuben County, N.Y., a transportation one-call service has been established by a neutral nonprofit agency that provides 2-1-1 information & referral services for Steuben and four surrounding
counties. The Institute for Human Services (IHS) serves as a one-call center, supporting the five
transit/paratransit providers and the agency’s volunteer transportation service in the county. The
county is mostly rural with a population of 96,000.
Patrick J. Rogers is Executive Director for the Institute for Human Services, a nonprofit management
support organization serving the Southern Tier of New York. The Institute serves as lead agency in
collaborative programs and provides information technology services, planning and development,
transportation management and information and referral services.

Click on the document to right to read the full case study.
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ONE CALL-ONE CLICK Case Studies
STEUBEN COUNTY, NEW YORK

BACKGROUND
Steuben County is a mostly rural county, with approximately 96,000 residents, located at the northern
fringe of the Appalachian region in New York State’s Southern Tier. Local interest in transportation coordination initially was articulated in the October 2002 Schuyler-Steuben Rural Transportation Needs Study,
and defined more clearly in the Human Services Coordination Plan (HSCP) completed in June 2007. The
HSCP was prepared by staff of the Elmira-Chemung Transportation Council (ECTC), which is the metropolitan planning organization for the City of Elmira in Chemung County and the City of Corning in Steuben County.
ECTC also organized and facilitated meetings of the Schuyler-Steuben Transportation Committee to ensure stakeholder input during the study process. New York State Department of Transportation (NYSDOT) also served as an active proponent of coordination during and after completion of the HSCP. The
coordination planning process incorporated a formal assessment of community resources, functions, and
gaps in transportation services, and generated the following key recommendations:
•

A “mobility management” function for the County should be developed to provide the public with
transit information and referral (I&R) to transportation services, and to assist with further coordination
efforts.

•

Scheduling and dispatching software should be acquired for Steuben Area Rides, and potentially for
other transit service providers in order to coordinate existing and new public rider services.

•

Increased involvement by, and coordination with, the Steuben County Department of Social Services
is needed. Collaboration with other agencies in the County, where coordination of services could be of
benefit to County residents, also is encouraged.

•

Creation of a marketing program for the various transit services available in the County is needed to
give them a common identity and improve residents’ awareness of, and access to, the county-wide
transit system, tied to the easy-to-remember 2-1-1 telephone number and comprehensive information
and referral service.

•

Definition of potential transportation needs that could be funded by the FTA Section 5317 New Freedom program.

•

Continued discussion of additional coordination efforts should be undertaken by a Steuben-specific
advisory committee.

Although the HSCP did not recommend a specific organizational approach for coordination, two alternatives were cited for further discussion. The choices were either to locate the mobility management function
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Realizing Coordinated Mobility

The Commentary

A Fresh Look at Coordination

1

2

3

For many transit professionals, the concept of coordination is a well-worn
term that has been espoused for decades with a familiar refrain of catch
phrases such as turf battles and shifting paradigms. However, the need for
organizations and efforts focused on improving mobility to work together is
more urgent today than it ever was before. Today, due to fiscal challenges
and serious policy considerations such as energy, housing trends and medical
care, the scope of work before the transit industry is daunting and requires
keen awareness. In the face of this environment, new coordination practices,
and tools are vital to all transportation operators — from buildings to
technology, customer service to financing. These are the new infrastructure
of coordination.
Building Foundations for Mobility
Too often in the past, the vision that is coordination has been viewed
only as a process. However, it is becoming increasingly apparent that the
partnerships and innovative approaches engendered by coordination are
taking the form of facilities and spaces — transformed places — where
mobility options unite. These modern-day Union Stations are our first focus
area in this edition of DigitalCT as we profile a quartet of dynamic and
functional buildings that play host to the products of coordinated mobility,
such as intermodalism, community restoration and customer service – in
short, the infrastructure of coordination. From massive airport facilities
and urban multimodal transit centers that are becoming true regional
transportation hubs to essential transit facilities in smaller communities such
as La Crosse, Wisc., and Spearfish, S.D., these locations not only position the
services made possible through coordination, but fill the equally important
role of creating a physical presence for a community’s transportation
resources in a profound way.
Implementing a Broad Set of Coordinated Options
Coordinating mobility options is a process of partnership and leadership.
But like transit facilities and stations, translating these efforts into practice
usually involves more tangible elements, including technological solutions,
enhanced customer service and operational improvements. Our second
focus area presents best practices in coordination – from brokered service
provision across Massachusetts, statewide intelligent transportation systems
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in rural environments, customer-driven approaches in California and
new capital infrastructure in the Cape Cod region of Massachusetts. In
these instances – and many others across the nation – implementing
a broad set of mobility options is a vital aspect of both making
coordination a reality and making it simpler. Projects that embrace and
continually re-assess their capabilities and that seek innovative tools
and concepts find it easier to consistently enhance service, improve
operational performance and warrant expanded investment as an
innovative presence in their communities.
New Coordination Practices

4

The standard vernacular for what elements constitute coordination –
the talk of program silos and visioning exercises – is becoming stale
when contrasted with new approaches to building community mobility.
As our third focus area demonstrates, a growing cadre of dynamic new
concepts and strategies are available to communities in their quest to
provide better mobility while responsibly managing their resources.
Activities such as complete streets initiatives, car sharing programs and
transit-oriented development campaigns all present new opportunities
to integrate coordinated transportation approaches to a larger realm in
a community, regardless of its size or transportation goals.
Building Upon Traditional Coordination Models

5

The infrastructure of mobility coordination includes the traditional
models and partners that have served the community and public
transit field so ably over the past several decades. This final focus area
examines the award-winning work of Ride Connection in Portland, Ore.,
offers a roundtable discussion among participants in CTAA-sponsored
Coordination Institutes and provides a research-oriented article on
measuring the effectiveness of mobility coordination strategies. There
is — no doubt — room in the future for these traditional models,
particularly as they transition toward adopting some of the principles
and practices highlighted in the previous sections of this magazine.
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Too often in the past, the vision that is coordination has been viewed only as a process. However, it is becoming increasingly
apparent that the partnerships and innovative approaches engendered by coordination are taking the form of facilities and spaces
— transformed places — where mobility options unite. These modern-day Union Stations are our first focus area in this edition of
DigitalCT as we profile a quartet of dynamic and functional buildings that play host to the products of coordinated mobility, such
as intermodalism, community restoration and customer service – in short, the infrastructure of coordination. From massive airport
facilities and urban multimodal transit centers that are becoming true regional transportation hubs to essential transit facilities in
smaller communities such as La Crosse, Wisc., and Spearfish, S.D., these locations not only position the services made possible
through coordination, but fill the equally important role of creating a physical presence for a community’s transportation resources
in a profound way.
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Building Foundations for Mobility

The Grand Central Terminal of the West: San Francisco’s
Transbay Terminal Promises to Change the City
By Scott Bogren
Sometimes, effective mobility coordination
takes the form of a $4 billion mega-project
soon to produce an intermodal transit home for
more than a dozen transit operators, an 82-story office tower, a five-acre city park, 3,500 new
residential units and 30,000 new jobs.
Transit stations — both bus and rail —
were once powerful statements of a city’s self
image, ushering visitors and residents alike
directly into the core of the community with
appropriate splendor and utility. They were
magnificent structures built to high architectural standards that truly told passengers that
they had arrived.
And these magnificent stations did more
than merely inspire the type of coordination
upon which this edition of DigitalCT focuses
— they embodied it. In many ways great
American cities like New York, Boston, Chicago and Los Angeles emerged and evolved
alongside these transportation hubs. Retail,
office and residential areas thrived around
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the great stations, early examples of today’s
mixed-use development and early indicators
of the importance of the infrastructure of
coordination.
The era of the great station was once
thought to be over. But in downtown San
Francisco plans are underway and earth has
been turned to build a 1 million square-foot
station that does more than merely hark back
to history — the new Transbay Terminal will
remind Americans of the value of co-located
mobility, residential, commercial, parks and
retail space. The promise of intermodal transit connectivity that this new station holds
— bus, commuter rail, subway, intercity rail
and ferry — will assuredly become a model.
It’s the infrastructure of coordination writ
large as this more than $4 billion project,
which includes the new Transbay Terminal
with a five-acre city park on its roof and an
82-story office tower taller than any other in
San Francisco, begins to take shape.
Maria Ayerdi, the Executive Director of the
Transbay Joint Powers Authority (TJPA), is
charged with bringing this massive project to
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When complete, the office tower at the Transbay Terminal
will be the West Coast’s tallest building.
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Building Foundations for Mobility
fruition. She has been on the job of building this new station for over a decade, having
started in then-Mayor Willie Brown’s office.
“This will be the first major urban intermodal station to be built in the U.S. in nearly 70
years,” says Ayerdi. “We’re hoping the project
can be a national model where several forms
of transit, housing and jobs all come together
to transform a neighborhood and a city.”
The Time Was Right
Plans for the new Transbay Terminal began
in earnest in April 2001 with the creation of
a joint powers agency — the Transbay Joint
Powers Authority (TJPA). The agency was
created under California state law and consisted of the following members: the city and
county of San Francisco, the Alameda-Contra
Costa Transit District, and the Peninsula
Corridor Joint Powers Board. The TJPA was
charged with the design, construction and
operation of a new Transbay Transit Center
and associated facilities on a 12-acre plot of
land in San Francisco.
It was not the first time that replacing the
aging Transbay Terminal has been discussed.
The first study to scrutinize the need for a
new transit facility was conducted in 1967
and several similar efforts had followed — all
to no avail.
“We reached consensus in the late 1990s,”
recalls Ayerdi. “The stakeholders who will
benefit from the Transbay Transit Center
sat down and agreed on the need for a new
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Click on the image above to watch a video on the Transbay Terminal project – narrated by Peter Coyote!

terminal and its site, the need for a regional
approach and the necessity of having an
entity to design, build and operate the entire
project.”
In 2007, the TJPA selected the project plan
proposed by the development firm Hines and
architects Pelli Clarke Pelli from three finalists. The plan calls for implementation in two
construction phases beginning this fall and
completing in 2014. Overall, the project includes three key outcomes — a new Transbay
Terminal, the extension of Caltrain lines into
the new station, and a new neighborhood.
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Perhaps most critically, the plan calls for concentrating the following bus and rail operators into the new facility: Muni, AC Transit,
SamTrans, Golden Gate Transit, WestCAT,
Greyhound, Amtrak’s bus lines, BART, Caltrain and, eventually, California High-Speed
Rail. In fact, the new Transbay Terminal has
the potential to nearly double the amount of
daily passengers that its predecessor saw during its peak period of the 1940s. The winning
design included the tower project, and understandably large aspirations.
“We see the transit center as one of San
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Building Foundations for Mobility
In addition to greatly increasing ridership
and enhancing the public transportation
experience for local residents, the TJPA plan
will greatly reduce greenhouse gas emissions
and overall energy consumption in the Bay
Area. Development and jobs in the immediate vicinity will increase as will land values.
The plan also includes a real commitment to
affordable housing — of the 3,400 planned
residential units in the vicinity of the new
Transit Center, more than a third will be affordable housing.
Time to Begin Building

The Terminal will host a mix of transit options, from highspeed rail to local bus service.

Francisco’s great civic places,” a Pelli Clarke
Pelli official told Architecture Plus Magazine.
“It’s architecture is open, full of light and
clean air, and environmentally sustainable.”
TJPA estimates that the new terminal will
have a significant impact on transit ridership
throughout the Bay Area. BART daily ridership will increase by nearly 10,000 riders, AC
Transit bus patronage will grow 160 percent
and Caltrain passenger loads will swell 74
percent. If high-speed rail is brought to the
new terminal, as is planned, TJPA estimates a
ridership increase of more than 150 percent.
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There will be two phases to the construction of the Transbay Terminal. The first phase
will include the elevated regional bus facility
and foundations for future rail access to the
terminal. Phase one includes land acquisition that’s already well underway, as well as
the demolition of the existing terminal —
which began in earnest in August and is now
nearing completion — and the building of a
temporary terminal and bus storage in order
to continue vital commuter services. (For an
update on Transbay Terminal construction,
visit here and here – ed.)
The above-ground features of the new
Transbay Transit Center station include
buses operating at both ground level and an
elevated bus level. Golden Gate, Muni and
SamTrans will operate at ground level while
AC Transit, Greyhound, Muni Treasure Island and WestCat will ply the elevated level.
A bus ramp connecting the station’s 30 bus
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bays with Interstate 80 will be constructed to
ease vehicles into the above-ground sections
of the terminal.
A five-acre city park will adorn the roof of
the new Transit Center, providing a green
footprint for the project that will assist in
absorbing bus exhaust, be used to recycle
water and provide a habitat for local wildlife.
To usher people up to the roof-top park, the
Terminal will feature a funicular flanked by
redwood trees. In the park, fountains will
be used to both beautify and signal arriving
buses and trains. Several typical California
terrains will be simulated in the park and
a jogging trail will wind its way through its
length.
The interior of the new station promises to
have a number of retail outlets for passengers
to enjoy.
The second phase will cover extending
Caltrain from its current terminus at 4th
and King Street a little over mile to the new
station, as well as building the underground
sections of the train station. The tunneling
will be completed using both the mined and
cut-and-cover methods. CalTrain is a commuter rail system operated — under contract
— by Amtrak and funded jointly by the City
and County of San Francisco, San Mateo
County Transit District, and Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority. It connects San
Francisco with San Jose and the Santa Clara
Valley and serves nearly 40,000 riders a day.
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“Right now, many of our customers have
to transfer to get to their final destinations,”
says CalTrain Public Information Officer
Christine Dunn. “We know this more direct
connection, along with the connections at
the new station itself, will be great.”

The Transbay Terminal is really the heart
of a complete neighborhood transformation
in this monumental project that includes the
largest skyscraper on the West Coast, thousands of new housing units, as well as significant office and retail space.

“The seamless nature of the intermodalism
at the new Transbay Terminal is very important,” says CalTrans’ Bijan Sartipi. “Having all
the modes together will address a tremendous
need and provide real options to passengers.
We have 26 transit operators in the Bay Area
so creating a hub is vital.”

The 82-story obelisk Transit Tower, as it
will be known, will provide more than 1.6
million square feet in office space and will
include a series of wind turbines on the penthouse, housed in a 100-foot tall metal cage,
that will power a beacon of light atop the
structure. The more powerful the wind, the
brighter the light.

The connection is vital as the TJPA believes
more than 30,000 riders a day would take
their commuter trains into the new station.
Dunn agrees: “Anytime you can provide your
customers with more options, you end up
with more passengers.”
Another vital connection to the Transbay
Terminal will be constructed during Phase
2 — underground walkways to the Bay Area
Rapid Transit (BART) system, which transports more than 350,000 people a day along
more than 100 miles of both above and underground track.
“The Terminal’s connection to BART will
be a one-block underground walkway,” says
Ayerdi. “It’s important to have as many systems connecting here and these walkways will
certainly offer more options to passengers.”
A New Neighborhood: Tower, Housing and
Jobs
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“In many ways, this project and tower is the
missing tooth in the smile,” says Ayerdi. “It’s
the last area in San Francisco where you can
achieve this type of development — and the
station is absolutely the central element.”
The tapered tower and connected Transbay
Terminal are the centerpieces for a complete
neighborhood revitalization. Six additional
structures and another park will add 3,500
new residential units to the area — more
than a third of which will be designated affordable. Additionally, the project is expected
to create and sustain nearly 30,000 new jobs.
In sum, what emerges from an area long
known for parking structures and lots will be
a modern mixed-use, transit-oriented development neighborhood.
The current proposal calls for a diverse
stock of housing types in the area to appeal
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More than uniting mobility options, the Transbay Terminal
will drive retail, housing and commercial activity.

to a variety of income levels and household
sizes. The developer has promised to include
100 percent affordable housing developments
within the project, as well as senior housing. Folsom Street in envisioned in the plans
as the focal point of the new neighborhood
and will be recast with larger sidewalks able
to sustain both pedestrian and retail space,
cafes, markets and spectacular views of San
Francisco Bay.
“We’re going to pursue all of these smaller
elements — like benches and streetscaping
— because they all add up to a better neighborhood,” says Ayerdi.
The construction, the ongoing management
of the station and the other buildings and the
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entities that will occupy the space will create
thousands of jobs in the new neighborhood.
The nearly $4 billion construction, design
and management budget alone guarantees
significant employment opportunities for professionals and skilled tradespeople alike from
across the Bay Area. The TJPA estimates that
another 28,000 jobs are likely to be created
in the finished neighborhood.
Much, Much More than a Station
“Transportation, in all its forms, is the key
to California’s economic future,” says Sartipi. “It creates jobs, helps the environment,
moves goods and improves the quality of life.”
Four decades in the making, ground has
been broken on a massive transportation project that promises to fundamentally reconnect
the entire Bay Area of Northern California.
And this connection will have at its heart the
buses and trains of the many public transit
providers that for too many years have operated without a focal point. The Transbay
Terminal project is so much more than just
a wonderful new intermodal transit center.
It is an ideal example of how effective use of
architecture, land-use, development and all
modes of transportation can be seamlessly
coordinated to build a more economically
competitive, environmentally friendly and
— perhaps most importantly — livable city.
“Projects like these are what needs to be
happening all around the country,” says
Ayerdi. “We’re eager to get started.”
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From top to bottom, the Terminal’s breathtaking and innovative design includes elements ranging from a open-air
rooftop park, regional and local bus routes, retail and passenger services and the underground passenger rail station,
serving both high-speed rail trains throughout California and Caltrain commuter rail operations between San Francisco
and San Jose.
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Leveraging Air-Transit Connections to the Benefit
of the Transportation System and its Passengers
By Stephen Van Beek, Ph.D
Intermodalism is the coordination of various
modes of transportation in a meaningful network
for passengers. This article highlights the invaluable and growing role of intermodal coordination
taking place at our nation’s airports.
One of the critical issues for transit – as it is
with transit systems and airports – is the quality of the intermodal connections between the
modes. Few highway drivers, for example, are
likely to leave their automobiles in favor of transit, if on the destination side of their journey
they do not have access to transit alternatives
when they arrive. Many European cities, such
as Paris and Amsterdam, have rail systems with
high market shares for intercity and metropolitan travel precisely because their rail networks
connect with other public and private rail systems, transit, and airports. By taking advantage
of the aggregation of travelers, seamless connections operate to the benefit of each of the
modes within their transportation networks.
Unfortunately in the United States, our transportation policy has often neglected or outright
discouraged passenger intermodalism. This has
been especially true with air-transit connections. The benefits of linking transit systems
and airports are often lost by those who are
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Linkages between air and ground-based travel modes are becoming an essential aspect of
a global transportation network – one that includes a vital role for all forms of transit.

either focused on their own mode or project in
isolation, or more ominously by those who see
public and community transportation and aviation as modal competitors. This old-style modal
parochialism has flared up over issues such as
which mode is better for short-haul travel (i.e.,
between 100 and 600 miles) and which has a
smaller carbon footprint. The truth is that there
is not one answer that applies for every situation.
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Where they exist, air-transit connections serve
three distinct roles in a transportation system:
•

Metropolitan/Airport Access: These connections provide passengers the ability to
move to and from the airport without having
to drive a vehicle. Solutions can include
transit buses, commuter rail and high-speed
rail. For each of these alternatives, connections serve the interests of each provider
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by generating larger markets. For airports,
such as Ontario International Airport (Calif.), that lie along a planned high-speed
rail corridor, an air-rail connection offers
the prospect of a geographically wider and
more populous service area. This, in turn,
will encourage the development of more air
service for the community and, for Ontario,
will supplement capacity available at Los
Angeles International Airport.
•

•

Intercity/Origin and Destination Traffic:
Depending on its speed, transit can offer an
attractive modal alternative to highways and
air travel especially along population-rich
metropolitan corridors. In particular, for
areas that face a shortage of future airport
capacity, intercity and regional bus and rail
services offer the prospect for off-loading
significant amounts of short-haul air travel.
This potentially extends the life of airport
facilities and reserves scarce capacity for
premium long-haul domestic and international air routes. Amtrak’s Acela Express,
running along the Northeast Corridor, has
increasingly played this role since its startup a decade ago, reserving scarce airside
capacity at the New York airports for the
world’s largest international aviation market.

right is a photo of Amsterdam’s Schiphol
Airport signage directing arriving passengers
to the nation’s integrated transportation
network, just one level down in the airport
terminal.
U.S. Policy: Missed Multimodal
Opportunities
Today, federal policy mistakenly treats airports solely as aviation infrastructure, not as
the intermodal transportation centers they are.
It does so for a defensible reason; namely that
under a long-standing principle of “user pays”
airline passengers or shippers should not pay
for surface transportation links that they do not
actually use. Given that major airports operate

on a cost-recovery model compared to transit systems, which do not, this would create a
temptation to subsidize transit with costs paid
by airport users.
Accordingly, under Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) rules, airports generally must use
their revenues—whether from Airport Improvement Program grants, passenger facility charges, and even non-aeronautical revenues – such
as parking and concession revenue – for infrastructure located on the airport, within the airport boundary or along a right-of-way. Unfortunately, these requirements do not recognize that
the airport portions of a land-side connection
are often part of a greater surface transportation
network, and some portion of off-airport surface

Amsterdam’s Schiphol Airport offers easy and efficient connections between aircraft gates and passenger rail services
throughout the Netherlands and Europe via a train station located below the airport.

Intercity/Connecting Air Passengers:
Transit, rail if well-integrated within the
airport can serve, in effect, as a connecting
flight. In some busy air corridors, on-airport
stations, together with single ticketing by
airlines and transit providers, can significantly expand air and transit service. To the
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transportation costs, such as maintenance, are
attributable to the fact that the airport is one
node in a greater network.

Finding Solutions: Today and Tomorrow

Notwithstanding these restrictions, communities such as Portland, Ore., have come up with
In addition, under federal policy, even if the
ingenious solutions to work within the restricinfrastructure is at the airport, it is ineligible
tive federal requirements. Portland Internationif it does not exclusively serve airport traffic.
al Airport and TriMet – the local public transit
These restrictions apply to each of the airport’s
provider – teamed with Bechtel Infrastructure
major sources of revenue. The FAA has interCorporation to acquire additional property for
preted these restrictions to mean that only inthe airport, which they then leased back to
cidental use by non-airport users is permissible
Bechtel, in an effort to expand the portions of
and that use of it by more than a percentage of
the Airport MAX light-rail project that could be
non-airport users would normally raise concerns paid for by airport sources of revenue.
about a project’s eligibility.
Washington’s Dulles International Airport features a new intra-airport rail system – one of its stations is shown here – and
is preparing a connection to the region’s Metrorail system to improve its connectivity for passengers and workers.

A modest improvement to the federal policy
was included in previously-proposed legislation
reauthorizing the Federal Aviation Administration. Those provisions would have expanded
eligibility to allow up to five airports to fund
eligible portions of an intermodal ground access
project according to the ratio of airport users
to total users. Thus, if 10 percent of the passengers using the station are airport users, 10
percent of the projected eligible costs of it could
be financed by the airport – whereas today none
of it is eligible. This logic, if applied across the
board to all airport sources of revenue, would
be helpful in designing and funding better
airport-transit connections.
Those legislative approaches should be only
the start in reviewing and reforming laws and
statutes that illogically obstruct better air-rail
solutions. If policy makers remember that the
ultimate purpose of transportation policy and
projects are to improve services to passengers,
and that improved connections serve the interests of what often are complimentary transit
and aviation networks, then they will make the
necessary much-needed changes.
Dr. Van Beek is a Director and Chief of Policy
and Strategy for LeighFisher, a transportation
management consulting firm based in Burlingame, Calif. This article originally appeared in
CTAA’s RAIL Magazine #24, which focused on
air-rail intermodalism. Additionally, a presentation by Dr. Van Beek on integrating proposed
high-speed rail projects into aviation planning
approaches can be viewed here.
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Prairie Hills Regional Intermodal Facility
By Jan Kaus
Nestled atop the Black Hills in Western
South Dakota, Spearfish is a rural community
of 8,000 people – ably served by Prairie Hills
Transit. Last year, the system broke ground on
a new intermodal facility that, when finished
this April, will significantly enhance the system’s
ability to serve local residents in the most coordinated manner possible.
The Prairie Hills Transit Regional Intermodal Facility is a $5 million 40,000-square-foot
building that will house more than two dozen
vehicles indoors, as well as office space for
administrative staff, dispatch and scheduling,
operations and mechanical needs.
It took a coordinated approach to get this
vital facility built. The new building sits on
nearly five acres of land donated by the City
of Spearfish in a contribution that serves as
local match for a Federal Transit Administration (FTA) grant. Approximately $1.5 million
match-free dollars from the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act gave life to the project, along with another $1 million from the
South Dakota Department of Transportation.
To complete the coordinated financing, a $1.5
million federal discretionary grant was secured
with the help of South Dakota Senator Tim
Johnson and the Community Transportation
Association of America added $100,000 in
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Prairie Hills Transit’s new regional intermodal facility will not only improve the system’s operational performance, but also
provide intercity bus connections through Jefferson Lines and communityservices such as daycare.

technical assistance. Once the new facility is
complete, the site of the agency’s old headquarters will be listed for sale, with proceeds
to be used for additional matching funds.

vantaged populations needing transportation
to work – especially in cases where they must
commute to larger communities for employment.

Located in a new housing development that
sports medium- and low-income housing, the
new multi-modal facility offers increased service and easy access to low-income and disad-

The site also offers handy Interstate access and will house the Jefferson Lines depot
and serve as its ticketing agency. This allows
Prairie Hills Transit to act as a feeder service,
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melding its own inter-community routes with
Jefferson Lines’ connections, helping people
and packages travel across the state or further.
In an innovative effort to coordinate other
critical community needs, the site will have
an in-house licensed daycare center featuring
seven-days-a-week service hours that are lacking in Spearfish. The daycare will be available
for both transit employees as well as others in
the community.
The new facility will be equipped with
mechanical resources and personnel to not
only maintain service on the organization’s
own vehicles, but to offer lower-cost services
for other nonprofit agencies’ vehicles, helping
them dedicate valuable funds to their missions
instead of their vehicles.

The system’s current site (above) is congested due to Prairie Hill’s growth. The new regional intermodal facility – under
construction below – will allow for indoor storage and maintance of vehicles, along with needed administrative space.

Accommodating Growth
Prairie Hills Transit started in 1989 with
two part-time employees and one 1979 eightpassenger Chevy van serving senior citizens in
Spearfish – initially to get them to the senior
nutrition site and later expanding to include
non-emergency medical transportation and
eventually serving riders of all ages.
Growth has continued by leaps and bounds
over the years, to the point that Prairie Hills
Transit now has more than 40 employees, and
a fleet of three dozen vehicles serving a dozen
communities in six counties.
At its existing facility, not only is there not
enough room to park buses, but even the
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employees struggle to find a place to park –
only to double- or triple-up to fit in the limited
office space available inside.

the vehicles in the winter, or cooling them in
the warmer months – time that can be dedicated to better serving transportation needs.

Transit vehicles are squeezed into any and
all available space – often with more than 10
having to be parked outside full-time. Having
the space to park vehicles inside will improve
efficiency on many levels, giving employees
the ability to wash, repair and maintain vehicles, as well as cutting back on time spent
brushing snow, scraping windows and heating

The added office space will allow for more
effective scheduling, dispatching, administration and customer service needs by providing
needed space for employees, as well as a more
accommodating space for customers.
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A Building of Opportunities
Successful rural communities provide and
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offer opportunities to its citizens for employment, education, housing, healthcare and
quality of life. Transportation is necessary for
all these opportunities. Coordinated, quality, low-cost public transportation helps all
citizens have the same opportunities. And in
an area where most major healthcare is now
centralized in the larger communities – like
Rapid City, some 50 miles to the east – public
transportation can help people get to muchneeded services.
Improving new and existing transit programs and improving infrastructure of existing
systems will help economies in the Black Hills
of Western South Dakota evolve into a unified
regional economy instead of strictly localized
ones.
By increasing community transportation and
childcare availability, Prairie Hills Transit is
increasing economic development. Transportation is provided, for instance, to participants
of the South Dakota Department of Labor’s
Temporary Aid to Needy Families program,
giving single parents help with daycare and
employment transportation. Sometimes the
bus is the only means of transportation for
these determined parents trying to create a
better life for their children. When transportation and extended-day licensed childcare
options are available, the number of younger,
qualified individuals in the applicant pool for
area employers will increase.

Black Hills and work at the mines and other
businesses in Wyoming. A large number of
people make that commute frequently, and
recent motor carrier certification will allow
crossing state lines to provide even more opportunities. With the new facility, there will
be room for people to park and ride, as well as
the ability to maintain those vehicles in house.

For more about Prairie Hills Transit – or to
see photographs of the facility in progress – go
to our newly revamped website at www.prairiehillstransit.org.

New Benefits for Members! Join Today!
Becoming a member of the Community Transportation Association of
America presents an ever-growing pool of benefits and services, including:
•
•
•
•

New Certified Safety and Security Manager (CSSM) Training
Access to the Insurance Store at CTAA
The Latest Policy Analysis and an Effective Voice in Washington
Technical Assistance Programs and Information Resources

Become a member of the Community Transportation Association today by
contacting our Membership Director, Caryn Souza, at 202.294.6527 or
souza@ctaa.org, or visit www.ctaa.org/join.

Prairie Hills Transit is also working on
launching a vanpool for people who live in the
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A Home for Coordinated Mobility
By Rich Sampson
In La Crosse, Wisc., – pop. 51,000 – coordination has taken the form of a multimodal
transit center designed to both improve local
mobility and anchor local downtown revitalization efforts.
In many instances, coordination is considered primarily a process of bringing together
different modes of mobility options to provide better service and improve efficiency.
And while these approaches are a fundamental aspect of well-coordinated transportation
networks, the integration of those serves into
a larger community framework is equally essential. In La Crosse, Wisc., that process of
collaboration has produced not only a transit
center where many modes of travel come together, but also a location where people can
also work, shop and live.
La Crosse leaders and transit officials had
been considering a new transit facility for
more than a decade where the eight routes
of the city’s Municipal Transit Utility (MTU)
could come together to better facilitate
transfers and provide links with other transportation options such as intercity bus, taxis
and bicycle and walking paths. However, as
plans were formulated and investment targeted, those leaders considered if the project
could serve a larger purpose in strengthening
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Grand River Station grew out of plans for a transit facility that now includes retail space and residential units.

their community.
Working with community representatives,
business leaders, developers and city officials, the MTU returned with a more expansive vision for a new transit center – one that
not only incorporated multimodal transportation connections but would also include
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commercial, retail and residential components to form a dynamic center of activity
for the region. Targeting land that formerly
served commercial and retail uses bordering the warehouse district in the northwest
corner of the city, plans emerged for what
would become Grand River Station, named
for the mighty Mississippi River just blocks
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as a mixed-used development, combining
residential, retail and commercial spaces in
the same location. Moreover, it promotes a
sustainable and diverse neighborhood, as 59
of the 72 rental units included in the facility
are designated for low-income residents. All
eight of the city’s Municipal Transit Utility
routes serve the station, offering convenient
transfers for riders and easy access to transit
for building residents. Meanwhile, the intercity bus routes of Jefferson Lines also call at
the station, offering connections throughout the Midwest and into Canada. The $30
million project was supported by investment
from the Federal Transit Administration,
state and local sources, and opened in June
2010.

The facility is the centerpiece of La Crosse’s downtown
revitalization efforts.

to the west.
“We’ve had a foundation of support for
local transit here for decades, which meant
community leaders and developers were
willing to work with us on the project,” says
Keith Carlson, Director of the Municipal
Transit Utility. “Our work to create a transit
facility blended well with efforts to our revitalize downtown at the same time.
Beyond a 10,000 square-foot transit center on the ground level, the station acts
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in La Crosse,” says Carlson. “It gives us a
physical presence in our citizens’ everyday
lives and helps maintain the positive impression that we’ve built for transit here. It’s also
a testament to the hard work and dedication
of so many to make it a reality.”
Grand River Station’s waiting areas for passengers are
well-appointed and reflect the prominent role of transit in
the community.

As impressive as the concept is on its own,
it’s an even more innovative one in a community the size of La Crosse. Projects that
integrate transit and development so closely
are challenging even in the most densely
populated metropolitan areas. With a population of a little more than 50,000, La Crosse’s
success in envisioning and deploying the
Grand River Station serves as a model for
small urban areas nationwide.
“I think that not only does this help within
the city of La Crosse from a transportation
standpoint – using mass transit – but I think
it’s got an awful lot of potential of bringing communities together,” said La Crosse
Mayor Mark Johnsrud.
“Grand River Station is a focal point for
transit service and transportation in general
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of Coordinated Options

The Infrastructure of Coordination
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Coordinating mobility options is a process of partnership and leadership. But like transit facilities and stations, translating these
efforts into practice usually involves more tangible elements, including technological solutions, enhanced customer service and
operational improvements. Our second focus area presents best practices in coordination – from brokered service provision
across Massachusetts, statewide intelligent transportation systems in rural environments, customer-driven approaches in
California and new capital infrastructure in the Cape Cod region of Massachusetts. In these instances – and many others across
the nation – implementing a broad set of mobility options is a vital aspect of both making coordination a reality and making it
simpler. Projects that embrace and continually re-assess their capabilities and that seek innovative tools and concepts find it
easier to consistently enhance service, improve operational performance and warrant expanded investment as an innovative
presence in their communities.
MART’s Solution to
Brokered Human Service
Transportation

Using ARRA Transit
Capital Infrastructure
Financing to Coordinate
Mobility on Cape Cod
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34

Statewide Rural Transit ITS
Procurements: Establishing
a Foundation for Success

Enhancing the Customer
Experience is Vital to
Coordinated Transit Networks
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MART’s Solution to Brokered
Human Service Transportation
A History of Achievement
By Himanshu Bhatnagar and
Bruno Fisher
Technology is a key ingredient in successful
transportation coordination efforts. In northcentral Massachusetts, MART has designed an
innovative brokerage engine that has proven
successful.
For the past decade, the Montachusett
Regional Transit Authority (MART) has
been engaged in developing and perfecting
a unique technology model that helps the
system provide economical transportation
to as many people as possible over as wide
an area as possible. The main features of
this innovative model are quality, flexibility,
scalability, and interoperability.
In 2005, MART was one of five organizations
selected nationally by the United We Ride /
Mobility Services for All Americans (UWR/
MSAA) team to receive a national leadership
award for coordinated transportation
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systems. Afterwards, MART was one of eight
sites selected to develop a coordination
model under the UWR/MSAA initiative of
2007. The model designed under that grant
is now being implemented.
In its 2010 Human Service Transportation
Annual Report, the administration of
Massachusetts Governor Deval Patrick
paid compliment to a statewide mobility
system that coordinates rides across multiple
departments and that was achieving enviable
results. As noted by the Massachusetts
Human Service Transportation Office, which
focuses on coordinating transportation
across multiple departments – including
MassHealth, the state’s Medicaid nonemergency medical transportation system,
the MassHealth-funded Day Habilitation
program, employment workshops and
residential programs sponsored by the
Department of Developmental Services
and the Department of Public Health’s
early intervention program for children and
families – consumer trips increased by more
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than 300,000. The increase represents a
6.5 percent expansion to over 5.5 million
trips, while average cost per trip decreased
by greater than 2 percent. Meanwhile,
human service transportation providers
achieved a 99.9 percent rate of accidentfree trips and delivered a 99.8 percent rate
of trips performed on-time for services
to the Commonwealth’s most vulnerable
populations.
The Model’s Highlights
Using an innovative brokerage technology
engine, MART coordinates three quarters of
the total human services transportation in
Massachusetts, with the lowest management
cost of $1.00 per trip and the lowest per
trip transportation cost. The technology has
allowed MART to consistently reduce costs
per trip, year over year – especially in the
demand-response type of trips.
MART’s brokerage engine has made it the
leading Massachusetts brokerage system.
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and social networking. The system’s
communication with vendors is via a textbased, secure instant messaging system
and allows riders to access their data via an
automated phone attendant. MART currently
manages 17 funding sources and can add
another funding source or a department
with relative ease. Our call center is staffed
to schedule rides across all regions and all
funding sources and can schedule rides to all
vendors.
Flexibility is Key

MART’s brokerage model for human services transportation is supported by innovative and usable technology solutions.

MART has pioneered the real-time,
competitive, market-based system approach,
which the Commonwealth attributes to
cost reduction and now is followed by
other regional transportation authorities
in the Massachusetts, such as the Cape
Ann Transportation Authority and more
recently Franklin Regional Transit Authority
– collectively coordinating 4.3 million trips
out of 5.5 million total, or approximately 79
percent of all trips.
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How It Works
MART’s brokerage system is one of the most
scalable business models in the industry. It is
largely web-driven – transportation providers
can enroll any time, change their rates any
time, and review other competitive rates
and get paid electronically, using MART’s
web portal for all their transactions. The
computing environment is now moving in
the direction of cloud computing, as well
as integrating with mobile applications
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MART’s brokerage model is flexible in the
sense that it can work from a centralized
office or can be operated from multiple
locations – using the same, web-based
system. That flexibility also is apparent in
how our staff has been cross-trained, so
that attrition and seasonal absences do not
impact performance. Thus far, our staff
training has been conducted internally
so there is no cost related slow-down in
performance due to staff turnover. The
system can adjust to reduced or increased
trip volumes during the day by adding
additional staff to handle phone calls and
all computer systems are set up for all
functions.
Maintaining Quality
Providing good, quality transit service is
just as important as cost savings. MART’s
brokerage technology deploys inspectors
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and a thorough regime of vehicle and
vendor inspections to ensure quality service
to the customers. As highlighted in the
2010 Annual Report: fines assessed by the
brokers represented 0.1 percent of total
service expenditures; drivers and monitors
removed represented 2 percent of the
total driver/monitor workforce; and vendor
contracts terminated for cause represented
0.5 percent of the total vendor base. Soon
these inspectors shall be provided with
tablet computers to update information
online from the field. MART maintains close
oversight of performance, has a dedicated
complaints department as well as web-based
complaint management and an incident
management system that is accessible to all
our vendors.
Economic Development: Building the
Provider Network
MART’s brokerage technology enables a
large number of transportation providers
to participate in its competitive bidding
process, enabling new job opportunities
in the regions. These new providers can
then offer transportation services to other
funding sources, not only creating incentives
for the private sector but also low-cost
transportation options for all riders.
Methodology-Driven
Now fully implemented with state-of-the-art
technologies, MART’s brokerage technology
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is a culmination of a decade of pioneering
implementation of a business model that
now has provable track record. The webbased technology now supports an electronic
community of more than 200 vendors
that conduct their business electronically,
supports mobile devices and applications
on vendor vehicles. It also includes instant
messaging-based communications and will
soon incorporate a social networking-style
communication environment. The entire
system is set up on a massive computer
network that is powered by a large number of
servers.

MART’s intermodal center to the Boston,
Bedford and Worcester Medical Centers.
This service has been used by veterans for
more than 12,000 one-way trips since 2009.
Lastly, MART is in the midst of building
a new multi-modal commuter rail station
for Fitchburg that will connect them with
Boston.
Himanshu Bhatnagar is the founder of HB
Software Solutions. Bruno Fisher is the
Chief Operating Officer of the Montachusett
Regional Transit Authority in Fitchburg, Mass.

The Brokered Technology is Only Part of
MART’s Story
Besides the human services transportation
brokerage, MART provides a wide range of
fixed route and paratransit services to 21
member communities within its region.
The current services include 13 fixed routes
operating in five communities, paratransit
services in five member communities,
Council on Aging services in 19 of the
member communities, Dial-A-MART
transportation for local human and social
services, Link Bus Services to adjoining
communities, subscription services, school
and college transportation, and veteran and
senior shuttle services.
One of the services started by MART in mid2000s initiated transportation for military
veterans. Three shuttles on demand run from
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Statewide Rural Transit ITS Procurements:
Establishing a Foundation for Success
By Thomas Coogan
For rural transit systems, statewide ITS procurements can provide the technology needed
to simplify operations, boost productivity and
establish a foundation for fruitful inter-agency
coordination.
For rural transit operators, acquiring the
technology to enhance often long-standing
coordination efforts can be difficult. Statewide rural transit intelligent transportation
systems (ITS) procurements offer state
Departments of Transportations (DOTs) and
rural transportation agencies unique opportunities to collaborate and grow economies
of scale to technology projects.
Not only do they help state DOTs and
rural transportation agencies more efficiently
specify their technology requirements, they
can establish cost-effective best practices.
For example, rural transit agencies can
simplify technology procurement and negotiation processes by tapping state DOTs’
operational and technical expertise and
industry consultants for planning and project
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Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) can offer important improvements to operational simplicity, greater productivity
and cultvate coordination between agencies.

monitoring. Agencies, as invested stakeholders and system users, lend a comprehensive
collection of champions who can immediately report real usability back to the state
DOTs for measurement. By standardizing
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operational practices and training, greater
and more productive interaction between the
local agencies arises. Project cost consolidation, and gaining a consistent, state-endorsed
technology architecture can help all parties
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ITS components improve service for passengers, including
real-time service information.

maximize and grow their technology investments.
However, state-wide rural transit ITS procurements are not without challenges, even
with a strong vision. Coordination in itself
can be difficult, time consuming, and labor
intensive. Agencies’ needs may be perceived
from different stakeholders as too diverse.
Or, a strong lead to spearhead a procurement
project may not be sufficiently equipped with
how to jump-start a state-wide rural transit
ITS program. That is why understanding the
early stages of state-wide rural transit ITS
procurement is critical for long-term success.
Early Procurement Decisions Set the
Direction
One of the earliest and most pivotal decisions state DOTs and transportation agencies must face is how to approach ITS
procurement. Often, state DOTs rely on
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industry consulting firms with the statewide
ITS technical experience to assist in choosing the most effective approach based on
state requirements and needs. In Tennessee’s
case, for example, the state DOT utilized a
national consulting firm to define their statewide rural ITS needs and then requested a
regional transit system to lead the procurement and selection process. Participating
agencies across the state then utilized the
negotiated contract –which includes pricing
and scope of work – to equip their operation
with procurement technologies. Such an umbrella contract results in ease of purchase,
faster time for deployment, more negotiating
power, and predictable cost.
State DOTs and transportation agencies
often employ one of two procurement methods: single vendor or multi-vendor.
•

A single-vendor approach: As adopted by
Idaho, this is when one vendor is endorsed and sponsored by the state DOT.
A portfolio of multiple, yet integrated,
technologies such as demand-response,
fixed-route technology, as well as the
mobile data communications platform
can be deployed in a phased approach or
simultaneously. Managing one technology
provider and having one point of communication, training and support are often
key benefits gained. Different agencies
can conduct peer-to-peer sharing of best
practices, since they are standardized on
one technology platform, and there is
more predictability in price.
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•

A multi-vendor approach: As adopted by
Indiana, this is when a DOT may provide
the opportunity for agencies to select
from more than one pre-approved state
vendor. Approved vendors must meet or
exceed system requirements to accomplish the scope of work. This gives agencies of different sizes or specialization
needs to leverage each technology provider’s individual strengths. Software of
different levels of sophistication may be
needed to accommodate different agencies’ comfort levels.

Success Factors
Regardless of approach taken, how each
local transit agency embraces the statewide
rural ITS project is equally important to success. Open communications in the decisionmaking process and embracing a common
procurement vision is key, as is establishing
the right composite of agency resources and
defining an objective measurable evaluation
criterion and scoring methodology. Choosing a vendor with proven experience that has
scalable technology, committed support services, and strong technical project management and implementation resources is also
important. By keeping a long-term vision to
determine how to maximize the technology
for future enhancements, this will help keep
the project dynamic and delivering long-term
value. By doing so, both the state DOT and
rural agencies have the opportunity to ensure
the needs of all stake-holders are met.
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Using ARRA Transit Capital Infrastructure Financing
to Coordinate Mobility on Cape Cod
By Lawrence J. Harman, Uma Shama,
Dennis Walsh, Paula George and Julie
Quintero-Schulz
CCRTA and the GeoGraphics Laboratory
at Bridgewater State University, in nearby
Bridgewater, Mass.

An analysis of the Cape Cod ARRA mobility
management technology initiative provides
a complex and comprehensive look at how
technology applications can assist visitors to
the peninsula’s recreational attractions and the
region’s elderly and disabled populations with
alternatives to the automobile.
Background
In the mid-1990s, the Cape Cod region
attracted several federal demonstration
projects that first applied the emerging
intelligent transportation systems (ITS)
architecture to the region’s tourist economy
and then deployed mobile data terminals
and automatic vehicle location systems using
global positioning systems on both fixed route
and paratransit services. This early effort at
planning and deployment created a national
baseline for regional ITS architecture
and enterprise architecture planning and
development. This precursor to transit ITS
provided a laboratory for integrated mobile
data terminals, demonstrated electronic
fare media to promote the use of fixed-route
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transit by tourists and seasonal workers –
the Cape Cod Easy Pass, one of the earliest
examples of web-based transit trip planning
for access to jobs – the Cape Cod Advanced
Travel Planner and Google Transit’s Trip
Planner – and launched one of the first
integrated real-time web mapping of fixedroute transit vehicles in the United States.
The Cape Cod Regional Transit Authority
(CCRTA) was also the first transit authority
in the U.S. to add a real-time application
of AVL to Google Transit’s Trip Planner – a
Google Mapplet application. All of these
innovations were developed as a part of a 15year public-public partnership between the
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The Federal Transit Administration’s
deployment of the ARRA transit capital
infrastructure program provided an
opportunity for the CCRTA to upgrade
these early technology innovations and
apply a wide range of related hardware and
software improvements to the coordination
of human services transportation and public
transportation on a scale unprecedented in
U.S. history. Under the aegis of Mobility
Management Technology Initiatives, these
initiatives are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
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Mobility Management Call Center
Energy Efficient Paratransit Vehicles for
Coordinated Paratransit Brokerage
Expansion of Next Generation Mobile
Data Terminals to Paratransit Fleet
Fixed-Route Computer-Assisted
Scheduling and Dispatching Software
Web 2.0 Integrated Intermodal Traveler
Information
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•
•

MBTA-compatible Electronic Payment
System on Fixed Route Vehicles
Operational Assistance for
Revitalization of Dial-A-Ride
Transportation

In addition, the CCRTA provided for
project management oversight for the
economic stimulus project with the
provision of a project management oversight
consultant called the Owner’s Project
Manager. As a part of a reorganization in
the fall of 2010, the CCRTA Administrator
organized the CCRTA management and
operations personnel into three teams: the
aforementioned Mobility Management
Technology Initiatives team, the Transit
Infrastructure Initiative team, and the
Planning, Budgeting and Reporting Systems
team.
Mobility Management Technology
Initiative: Organization and Project Tasks
The Cape Cod ARRA project was reorganized in August of 2010 to focus on
concluding the CCRTA’s ARRA project ontime and within the budget and assigning
tasks to in-house staff for efficiency and
long-term sustainability. The project reorganization also addressed the relationships
between the one-time economic stimulus
activity under ARRA and the on-going transit
capital formula programs. While the ARRA
project is by nature an ephemeral project,
it is currently the largest capital project in
the CCRTA program of projects and needs
to be managed in a manner that ensures
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Nextbus
A key component in technology’s role in improving
transit coordination is its ability to improve customer
service. NextBus is one technology application that
performs this role and is being increasingly adopted
around the nation.
NextBus information is not a static schedule listing
— it is actual arrival information, updated at regular
intervals. Because traffic variations, breakdowns, and
day-to-day problems faced by any transit provider
can interrupt service, NextBus was designed to keep
you on schedule even if your bus or train isn’t.
From the comfort and security of a protected place,
you can learn when the next bus will arrive at your
stop.
NextBus uses satellite technology and advanced computer modeling to track vehicles on their routes. Each
vehicle is fitted with a satellite tracking system.
Taking into account the actual position of the buses,
their intended stops, and the typical traffic patterns,
NextBus can estimate vehicle arrivals with a high degree of accuracy. This estimate is updated constantly.
The predictions are then made available on the World
Wide Web and to wireless devices including signs at
bus stops and business, internet capable cell phones,
Palm Pilots, and other Personal Digital Assistants
(PDAs).
Conditions can change rapidly — but keep watching NextBus and you’ll always have the most current
information available.
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the sustainability of the transportation
innovations and capital improvements when
the ARRA funding has been exhausted.
The aforementioned program management
organization provides a clear line of authority
from the teams to the CCRTA Administrator.
The CCRTA’s ARRA Project Manager is a
member of all teams and calls the teams
together on a bi-weekly basis. The CCRTA
Administrator sits in on the team meetings,
as appropriate, sets the tone and affirms
the roles and responsibilities of each team.
The individuals assigned to each team are
the CCRTA managers, CCRTA operations
contractors, and CCRTA consultants who
have responsibilities for tasks and on-going
responsibilities for these program areas when
the project is completed.
The project technologies are integrated
into the Southeastern Massachusetts
Regional Intelligent Transportation System
Architecture update, the Cape Cod Regional
Transportation Plan update, the Cape
Cod Region’s Transportation Improvement
Program, the Statewide Transportation
Improvement Program and the informal
CCRTA ITS Enterprise Architecture Plan.
Mobility Management Call Center
This task will incorporate technologies
included in this ARRA project into a onestop transportation traveler call center.
Phase I will deploy hardware and software
to coordinate human services transportation
with general public dial-a-ride transportation
as a part of a transportation brokerage. Phase
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II will consolidate scheduling for human
services transportation with general public
DART services in the mobility management
call center. The CCRTA will develop
integrated computer-assisted scheduling and
dispatching for general public dial-a-ride and
human services transportation, including
route and trip optimization that provide the
highest productivity performance possible
for publicly funded demand- responsive
transportation. CCRTA and Bridgewater

State University’s GeoGraphics Laboratory
developed baseline data of the human
services transportation and general public
fixed-route and paratransit services at the
outset of the ARRA project using state-of-theart spatial and temporal analysis techniques.
A quality assurance/quality control
analysis is scheduled during and following
the deployment of Phase II to measure
accomplishment of project objectives and
anticipated outcomes.

The perfect compliment to Digital CT is our bi-weekly E-Newslatter, CT Fast
Mail. Delivering the latest news on transit policy from the nation’s capitol, developments from across the country, research and analysis publications and information on resources and technical assistance from the Community Transportation Association and other partners, CT Fast Mail is the most direct location for
the most relevant news and updates in the industry.
And it’s free to sign-up! Simply send an email to fastmail@ctaa.org and you’ll be
connected with the next issue of CT Fast Mail. In the meantime, view the latest
edition at www.ctaa.org.
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Mobility management is a strategic
approach to service coordination and
customer service with the CCRTA assuming
a broader role in coordinating the full range
of mobility services in the Cape Cod tourist
economy that promotes greater efficiency and
increased service effectiveness using public
transportation resources.
Energy Efficient Paratransit Vehicles for
Coordinated Paratransit Brokerage
The project will purchase energy efficient
accessible minibuses for low-productivity
human services transportation provided
by the CCRTA through its coordinated
paratransit brokerage to transportation
contractors. The CCRTA will purchase 10
accessible mini-buses built to the latest
state specification for accessibility, customer
convenience and energy efficiency.
Purchasing these vehicles improves the
energy efficiency of low-ridership trips and
reduces carbon emissions at the same time.
It will also provide an economic stimulus
to the U.S. automobile manufacturers
of accessible minibuses while providing
fuel efficiency and decreased pollution by
human service transportation providers
under contract to the CCRTA’s coordinated
paratransit brokerage.
Expansion of Next Generation Mobile Data
Terminals (MDT) to Paratransit Fleet
The next generation of mobile data
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terminal is a Windows CE computer that
includes graphic displays, global positioning
systems, in-vehicle navigation, a variety of
data collection capabilities, and wireless
communication using third generation
public data networks. These mobile data
terminals have been installed on all the
CCRTA regional fixed route buses following
the deployment of the FLEX route deviation
service on the lower and outer Cape. This
project task will extend these devices to the
CCRTA’s dial-a-ride transportation. The
CCRTA will provide low-cost smartphonebased mobile data terminals to human
services transportation contractors that
provide services to the CCRTA brokerage
through the Mobility Management Call
Center. The CCRTA will also deploy the
surplus mobile data computers being phased
out from its Dial-a-Ride vehicles as automatic
vehicle location systems for passenger ferries
traveling on Nantucket Sound to-and-from
termini on Cape Cod.
This expansion supports the development
of the Mobility Management Call Center
operation by providing integrated mobile
data collection for fixed-route and paratransit
public transportation and human services
program transportation. In addition, this
project task will demonstrate low-cost
automatic vehicle location systems for
CCRTA’s multimodal partners providing ferry
services to-and-from Cape Cod. These ITS
technologies offer the public transparency
and accountability for multimodal passenger
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The CCRTA was one of the first transit systems in the
nation to deploy real-time vehicle tracking.

operations and also provides the real-time
information necessary to assist in intermodal
transfers for inter-regional and intra-regional
travelers that is particularly important in a
tourist-driven economy.
Integrated Multi-Modal Computer-Assisted
Scheduling and Dispatching
A key aspect of the overall project is the
installation and deployment of computerassisted scheduling and dispatching software
designed to work with the middleware and
communications gateway currently installed
at CCRTA and the NexGen mobile data
terminals currently installed on the CCRTA
fixed-route fleet.
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This software provides real-time
performance information on fixed route
bus operations for transit and paratransit
management, dispatchers, schedulers, bus
operators, maintenance personnel and,
most importantly, provides data for real-time
passenger information required for integrated
intermodal traveler information.
Web 2.0: Integrated Intermodal Traveler
Information
The Cape Cod ARRA project task will
design and deploy real-time integrated
intermodal traveler information on the Web.
This task will include the development of an
integrated inter-regional and intra-regional
trip planning capability using Google’s
Transit Trip Planner to provide travelers
with intermodal itineraries from New York
City, Albany, Boston and intermediate
points to Cape Cod and through Cape Cod
to the Islands of Martha’s Vineyard and
Nantucket. This intermodal trip planner
will be available to any traveler with access
to the Internet through a computer or
smart phone. CCRTA will partner with
Bridgewater State University’s GeoGraphics
Laboratory to provide web mapping of intercity buses from Boston’s Logan International
Airport and the MBTA’s South Station – the
northern terminus of Amtrak’s Northeast
Corridor passenger rail service; inter-city bus
service from New York, Connecticut, Rhode
Island and Western Massachusetts to Cape
Cod; and passenger ferries on Nantucket
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Sound and Cape Cod Bay. Alternative
communications for blind and low-vision
customers will be developed to complement
Web-based automatic vehicle location
displays. The GeoGraphics Laboratory will
develop and test several configurations of
terminal/major destination displays at the
Hyannis Transportation Center, the Cape
Cod Mall and other venues, as appropriate.
By creating Google Transit Trip Planner
applications for all regional and inter-regional
passenger transportation services, anyone
with access to the Web can plan a car-free
trip to Cape Cod. This project task will also
take data collected by mobile data terminals
of local, regional and intercity passenger
transportation vehicles stored on the CCRTA
and transportation partners’ databases and
transmit these data to the BSU GeoGraphics
Laboratory for the operation of customer
information services on the Web. These
services include estimated time of arrival
predictions, Web automatic vehicle location
mapping, and vehicle location for persons
with disabilities, Cape Cod residents, and
visitor attempting to travel to-and-through
Cape Cod using a travel alternative to the
automobile.
MBTA Interoperable Electronic Payment
System on Fixed Route and Paratransit
Vehicles and Integrated Parking
Management
To succeed, the project must provide
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interoperability and integration of the
Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority’s
Charlie Card with a similar electronic fare
system in the Cape Cod region as a part
of a statewide initiative. This electronic
payment system is designed to integrate
CCRTA’s general-public fixed-route and diala-ride transportation and CCRTA’s parking
management with the MBTA’s electronic
payment system for seamless inter-regional
and intermodal services. Also, as a part of
this project, the CCRTA will cooperate in the
extension of electronic payment systems to
inter-city buses serving Cape Cod that will
provide seamless intermodal access from
Boston and Providence to Cape Cod.
This electronic payment system will provide
a contactless smart card, as well as improved
cash handling and a variety of fare media. In
addition, this smart card will be interoperable
with the MBTA’s Charlie Card and up to 12
other Massachusetts RTA’s that will have
similar interoperable revenue systems. The
system is designed to be integrated with
electronic payment systems planned for
inter-city passenger rail and inter-city bus
systems serving Cape Cod from Boston,
Providence and New York. This intermodal
and interoperable payment technology
promotes the very important tourist economy
on Cape Cod in an environmentally friendly
and energy efficient manner.
Revitalization of Regional Paratransit
Services
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Community Transportation
and Commuter Vanpooling

This task will provide 100 percent
operating assistance to the CCRTA to provide
for drivers and support staff to expand the
Cape Cod dial-a-ride transportation in
underserved or high-demand regions and, in
particular, coordinate general public services
with human service transportation demands
for service.
Over the past decade, budget constraints
have forced the CCRTA’s dial-a-ride service
to contract as the demand for services
has increased, particularly by the growing
population of elderly individuals and persons
with disabilities.
Conclusion
This article has described the Cape Cod
ARRA tasks that are a part of the Mobility
Management Technology Initiative including
a description of each task, its rationale,
estimated cost, project task deliverables
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and anticipated outcomes. It describes the
status of major tasks of the MMTI as of the
end of November 2010 and provides insight
into future accomplishments before the
conclusion of the project at the end of 2011.
Lawrence Harman and Dr. Uma Shama
are the Co-Directors of the GeoGraphics
Laboratory at Bridgewater State University.
Mr. Harman is the project manager of the
Cape Cod Regional Transit Authority’s Cape
Cod American Recovery and Reinvestment
Act Project. Paula George is the Coordinator
of Human Services Transportation and
the Deputy Administrator of the Cape Cod
Regional Transit Authority. Julie QuinteroSchulz is the Mobility Manager for the Cape
Cod Regional Transit Authority. Dennis Walsh
is the Grants Manager for the Cape Cod
Regional Transit Authority.
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A new partnership with VPSI Inc., the nation’s
largest provider of public vanpool services, affords CTAA members and their constituents a
new option for the expansion of cost-effective
commuter services.

How do I get further information on the development of a vanpool program for my community? For more information, contact:
Jon Martz
VPSI Vice President for Government Relations
248.597.3500
jon.martz@vpsiinc.com
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Enhancing the Customer Experience is Vital to
Coordinated Transit Networks
By Rex Clark
Coordinating various transportation services
and trip generators together in a seamless network is the job of transit management. But to
the customer, the success of the network often
comes down to knowing when the bus will arrive
at the stop. MV Technology’s TimePoint is one
way to enhance the customer experience.
Communities across the United States face
the growing challenge of transporting the
public in a safe and environmentally sound
manner, while containing costs and meeting
customer expectations. Passenger transportation – like most industries – has transformed
the user experience by infusing new technologies that improve service delivery.
We often think of public transit in terms of
running routes on scheduled time points. It is
time to change this mindset and look at transit
in the next dimension – and move the industry
into the future.
So what will the future of public transit look
like?  That really depends on the agency you
ask, but ideally transit systems in the next decade will offer customers the ability to: 1. Track
the present and future location of a bus at any
given moment; 2. Disperse up-to-date information on service status, changes, disruptions,
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and detours automatically and on demand; and
3. Include fully integrated on-board systems
with thin client applications to support operations.
One thing is certain – technology companies are moving quickly to develop tools and
products that will support the future visions of
transit agencies nationwide.

TimePoint offers a comprehensive suite
of components to enhance the core module,
including system-wide maps illuminating
on-time, late and early stops; overall on-time
performance for the entire system; and an interactive map showing the real-time location of
each non-revenue vehicle on the road. Kiosks
at transit centers and transfer points offer additional opportunity for passenger updates, as
well as valuable retail advertising space. Internet and mobile sites are also available for passengers wanting a real time picture of service.

Take American-owned, MV Technology – a
spin-off of transportation giant MV Transportation, Inc., – which took a home-grown product
developed to help clients monitor service and
The Passenger Experience
developed this tool into the TimePoint Software
Suite.
From a customer service perspective, TimePoint promotes passenger confidence in their
TimePoint integrates with on-board techpublic transit service. Mobile sites for smartnologies to provide a real-time snapshot of the
phones, interactive voice response, and Kiosks
service day. Flexible to interface with on-board
displaying real-time updates in high-traffic
GPS systems – from mobile data terminals to
areas each contribute to a positive passenger
GPS-enabled cell phones – TimePoint tracks
experience. The proof lies in the sites where
vehicle location, monitors on-time perforTimePoint is implemented.
mance, records dwell times and captures data
that can be used to refine schedules and imIn 2010, MV Technology implemented Timeprove delivery. Once implemented, the system
Point for the Anaheim Resort Transit (ART)
requires no operator interaction, thus impossystem – a headway based service in Southern
ing no additional burden on staff. The system
California that runs 17 routes to locations
drives passenger alerts – both voice and data
such as Disneyland Resort, Anaheim Stadium,
– keeping passengers connected to their bus
Honda Center, Anaheim Convention Center,
routes.
Crystal Cathedral and more than 65 local lodg-
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ing establishments. The passenger base mainly
comprises both international and domestic
visitors and business/convention travelers, thus
mandating an easy -to-use system. Time-check
points are set up at high traffic locations displaying real-time schedules – and up-to-date
arrival times. This system was embraced by
both ART and its users, and has enhanced the
convenience and ease of transport across the
area’s high- profile attractions.
Timepoint, The Text Generation
Fairly new to the transit industry is using
telematics to enable passenger alerts. Starting
out as blast emails to subscribers’ cell phones,
texting afforded transit agencies a new way to
manage customer expectations when a route
was running late. TimePoint enables next generation texting functionality via programmed
parameters and location driven data.
Passengers can subscribe and manage specific alerts via an online profile (see www.frotp.
com) – a useful and convenient system for
commuters, college students, seniors and other
passengers that routinely ride a specific route.
Using this service, passengers can receive
voice, email or text service alerts for specific
routes at specific times and on specific days.
Casual customers who ride the bus less frequently can receive system alerts on the fly by
using an on-demand system. Passengers simply
send a text message to a number posted at the
bus stop and promptly receive a return message
with the arrival time of the next buses due to
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arrive on that route, at that stop.
Kiosks, Arrival Boards, and Ruggedized
Displays
For passengers waiting at high traffic locations such as transit centers, transfer points,
shopping malls, campus centers and hotel
complexes, TimePoint’s kiosk offers an ideal solution. These web based display boards provide
detailed information on next bus arrival times,
and can include maps indicating the specific
location of each bus on each route. How this
data is displayed is incredibly flexible and can
be adjusted for small ruggedized displays installed on bus stop signs, behind security glass
in commercial complexes, interfaced with LED
type signage at transit centers, and more.
The most recent implementation of TimePoint kiosks is at the Copeland Transit Mall
in Petaluma, Calif. Here, real-time updates
on Petaluma Transit routes are available to all
passengers. The city of Petaluma was an early
adopter of the TimePoint Software, and is now
adding kiosk and fixed- route texting capabilities to its system. By building on to the base
TimePoint package over time, the city was able
to greatly mitigate cost.
Flexible Integration

Roseville Transit utilizes TimePoint technology to provide
better service to its customers.

A substantial benefit of MV Technology’s
TimePoint solution is its compatibility with
existing on-board GPS technologies. From GPS
enabled mobile data terminals to newer products with GPS capabilities, such as the Zonar
Electronic Fleet Monitoring solution, TimePoint can leverage data collected from these
units. Roseville Transit in Roseville, Calif., is
currently beta testing this approach, integrating
TimePoint with their existing Zonar system to
maximize its investment in these technologies
and better manage its service.
MV Technology’s solutions represent one
company’s answers to the industry’s call for enhanced communication that can keep up with
the public’s incredible desire for information.
Regardless of ever changing budgets, transit
passengers will continue to seek information
from systems like TimePoint, just as they do
from every other aspect of their lives.

As with any capital investment, the total cost
of ownership across the life of the product
must be considered when selecting a transit
technology solution. Within this consideration,
compatibility, integration and hardware requirements must be considered.
Rex Clark is the IT Director for MV Technology.
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Practices

The Infrastructure of Coordination

The standard vernacular for what elements constitute coordination – the talk of program silos and visioning exercises – is
www.ctaa.org
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becoming stale when contrasted with new approaches to building community mobility. As our third focus area demonstrates,
a growing cadre of dynamic new concepts and strategies are available to communities in their quest to provide better mobility
while responsibly managing their resources. Activities such as complete streets initiatives, car sharing programs and transitoriented development campaigns all present new opportunities to integrate coordinated transportation approaches to a larger
realm in a community, regardless of its size or transportation goals.
Complete Streets:
Enhancing Coordination
Through Full Access

Carsharing: A Look Back at
2010 and Forward to 2011
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Realizing the Potential for
Sustainable, Equitable TransitOriented Development
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Complete Streets: Enhancing Coordination
Through Full Access
Complete streets is an emerging concept that
by its very nature facilitates coordination
through improved access and by adding such
concepts as walkability and biking to the coordinated transportation model. The following
article is taken from the National Complete
Streets Coalition, which is an excellent resource for all things complete streets.
What are Complete Streets?
Complete streets are designed and operated
to enable safe access for all users. Pedestrians, bicyclists, motorists, and public transportation users of all ages and abilities are
able to safely move along and across a complete street.
What do Complete Streets policies do?
Complete Streets policies direct transportation planners and engineers to consistently
design with all users in mind including drivers, public transportation vehicles and riders,
pedestrians, and bicyclists as well as older
people, children, and people with disabilities.
What do Complete Streets look like?
While there is no prescription for a complete
street, common features include:
• Sidewalks
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• Bike Lanes
• Wide Shoulders
• Plenty of Crossing Opportunities
• Refuge Medians
• Bus Shelters and Crossings
• Special Bus Lanes
• Raised Crosswalks
• Audible Pedestrian Signals
• Sidewalk Bulb-outs
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Why do we need Complete Streets
policies?
•

Complete Streets improve safety

A Federal Highways Administration safety
review found that streets designed with
sidewalks, raised medians, better bus stop
placement, traffic-calming measures, and
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treatments for disabled travelers improve pedestrian safety. Some features, such as medians, improve safety for all users: they enable
pedestrians to cross busy roads in two stages,
reduce left-turning motorist crashes to zero,
and improve bicycle safety.
•

Complete Streets encourage walking and
bicycling for health

The National Institutes of Medicine recommends fighting childhood obesity by establishing ordinances to encourage construction
of sidewalks, bikeways, and other places for
physical activity. A recent study funded by
the National Institutes of Health found those
who lived in walkable neighborhoods got 30
to 45 minutes more exercise each week than
those living in low-walkable areas. Residents
of walkable communities were also less likely
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to be overweight or obese.
•

Complete Streets address climate change
and oil dependence

The potential to reduce carbon emissions
by shifting trips to lower-carbon modes is
undeniable. The 2001 National Household
Transportation Survey found 50 percent of all
trips in metropolitan areas are three miles or
less and 28 percent of all metropolitan trips
are one mile or less – distances easy to walk,
bike, or hop a bus or train. Yet 65 percent of
the shortest trips are now made by automobile, in part because of incomplete streets
that make it dangerous or unpleasant for other modes of travel. Complete streets would
help convert many of these short automobile
trips to multi-modal travel. Simply increasing
bicycling from 1 to 1.5 percent of all trips in
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the U.S. would save 462 million gallons of
gasoline each year. Using transit has already
helped the United States save 1.5 billion gallons of fuel each year since the early 1990s,
which is nearly 36 million barrels of oil.
•

Complete Streets foster strong communities

Complete streets play an important role in
livable communities, where all people – regardless of age, ability or mode of transportation – feel safe and welcome on the
roadways. A safe walking and bicycling environment is an essential part of improving
public transportation and creating friendly,
walkable communities.
For more information on complete streets, visit
www.completestreets.org.
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Carsharing: A Look Back at 2010
and Forward to 2011
Carsharing is a growing component in
multimodal coordination strategies. Combined
with linkages to public and intercity passenger
transit, carsharing can be that first and last
mile connection that makes coordinated transit efforts succeed.
Dave Brook of Portland, Ore., founded
Carsharing Portland in 1998 — the first commercial carsharing company in the U.S. The
company joined Flexcar where Mr. Brook
served in various capacities including setting
up the San Diego, Calif., operation. He is now
managing partner for Team-Red US, specializing in innovative transportation strategies. He
is publisher of an influential carsharing blog
at www.carsharing.us. In this piece — pulled
from the blog – Brook takes a look back at
2010 in the carsharing industry and offers a
prediction at what’s in store for 2011.
Zipcar
Without a doubt the big news of the year
was Zipcar taking the first step in its Initial
Public Offering (IPO), filing its intent with
the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission. Scattered throughout the hundreds of
pages of the initial filing, and now several
quarterly filings since, is a revealing look
behind the curtain of corporate carsharing –
the financial situation and all sorts of num-
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bers to ponder – vehicles, members, various
markets, and profitability.   
The other big Zipcar news was the proposed merger with their biggest competitor
in the United Kingdom, Streetcar. Followed by the surprise delay while the UK
Competition Commission sought testimony
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and reviewed the evidence. Responses, filed
by a variety of parties, also pull the curtain
back a little bit on UK carsharing – Greenwheel’s intention to enter the London market, as well as the benefits and drawbacks
to local governments of competition in the
carsharing (car club) marketplace, among
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years of belt tightening and concentrating on
sweetheart deals on college campuses, now
on over 200 campuses. Zipcar will certainly
continue to be a contender in most North
American markets and, its excellent branding and marketing and ability to avoid getting distracted by side deals and ideas should
serve it well.
Peer-to-Peer Carsharing

other things. In the end the commission has
blessed the Zipcar-Streetcar merger. Hopefully, Zipcar will continue the successful
aspects of Streetcar’s operation at least in the
UK.
And, finally, Zipcar gave observers a yearend surprise again announcing a $ 21 million
round of investment by two U.S. venture
capital firms. With additional funding it appears they will consumate their investment
in Avancar in Barcelona before the end of
the year. And, like the merger with Streetcar,
this round of financing appears to set up a
hoped-for stock price of the initial offering.
So what’s in the cards for Zipcar for 2011?
My guess is that the IPO will finally happen, and if the recent addition of 10 vehicles
in Hollywood, Calif. (bringing the LA total
to 75) as well as adding more vehicles in
most other markets (now over 7,000 vehicles) means that Zipcar is ready to get back
in the urban carsharing business after several
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The other big development for 2010 is the
launch of a pilot in Cambridge, Mass., by
start up RelayRides. Although many in the
industry have talked about it, RelayRides
CEO and founder Shelby Clark persevered
to obtain the first P2P carsharing insurance
in North America. And, after almost launching in Baltimore, RelayRides realized that the
best place to demonstrate the feasibility of
peer-to-peer (P2P) carsharing was in an area
of successful traditional fleet-based carsharing and decided to launch in backyard of Zipcar - Cambridge, Mass. The pilot test quickly
put to rest any doubts that car owners would
want earn a little money from their vehicles,
and, of course, had no trouble showing that
carsharing members were happy to pay $2
per hour less than the competition.

major investment by Google Ventures.
Meanwhile Spride (in partnership with
City Carshare) and GetAround both
launched their own pilot projects in anticipation of the passage of AB1871, which defined “personal vehicle” carsharing for legal
purposes. The bill makes some important
distinctions – when is private vehicle in “carsharing” service, required levels of insurance
and specifies that the vehicle owner cannot
make more money from sharing than they
have in actual expenses. As yet to be defined
is the local, state and federal tax implications
for vehicle owners – particularly, if local governments will require vehicle owners have to
get a business license for P2P carsharing?  
For 2011 I think we can look forward to
seeing a serious evolution in carsharing
in-vehicle technology motivated by the P2P
market, and, when that happens, the start of
a major expansion of carsharing into much
larger areas of cities (and even new cities)
that previously could not viably be served by
carsharing. Also on the horizon is P2P car-

By year’s end RelayRides had announced
its first full-scale city launch on the other
side of the continent and in San Francisco,
the backyard of other P2P carsharing start
ups Spride and GetAround. And Shelby and
crew also finally made the internet connection that has eluded other carshares with a
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rental, basically a web site/service providing
link up between owners and renters but providing only the traditional minimum level of
insurance that distinguishes car rental from
(most) carsharing services. Right now JollyWheels is the best example of P2P car rental,
operating in six US cities. In the UK, Whipcar is the prime example. An unsuccessful effort in Los Angeles closed down during 2010.
Car2Go
Meanwhile, down in Austin, Texas, Daimler’s innovative demonstration of on-demand,
open-ended, one-way carsharing passed the
10,000 member milestone in November,
following the opening up of the project to
general public in the spring. Car2Go claimed
80,000 trips and appears to be doing sufficiently well with their “personal public
transportation” model that they expanded
the “geofence” area in Austin where trips
could be ended. The no-cost deal with City
of Austin provides free use of car2go for city
employees in return for free parking in any
legal parking space.
Daimler announced the next city to get the
car2go service would be Hamburg, Germany,
operated in partnership with EuropeCar, a
possible model for the future expansions.
And rumors persist that Vancouver, B.C.,
Canada, is also on Daimler’s radar. The German manufacturer also showed a special
car2go version of their iconic Smart car at
the Paris autoshow that will include a solar
panel on the roof, improved integration of
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carsharing technology with the navigation
system.

trips by 3,000 battery electric vehicles between 1,200 recharging stations in Paris and
surrounding communities. The implications
of this service could be the tipping point that
will finally bring on a «mobility on demand»
lifestyle.

Connect By Hertz
Meanwhile, Connect by Hertz quietly
expanded opening up several more world
capitals – Berlin, Madrid, joining Paris and
London. And, taking advantage of an opportunity, jumped down under to acquire 5-year
old Flexicar, the smallest of Australia’s three
carsharing companies – with 90 vehicles in
Melbourne and Sydney.
But the bulk of the expansion was responding to RFPs from various college and
universities, in many cases competing with
Zipcar and Enterprise WeCar for the honors.
Earlier requirements for “guaranteed revenue” contracts were largely abandoned, not
only because of competition but also because
of greater confidence in what it takes to keep
college/university cars busy. Connect is now
on more than 40 campuses in the U.S. and
Canada.
Battery electric vehicles were very much
in the news in 2010 and Connect By Hertz
appears to used its “connections” with parent company Hertz to put them into service
in New York City starting Dec. 15. EVs in
Washington, D.C. and San Francisco to
follow next year, suggesting an expansion in
these markets. Plug In hybrids are already
part of the fleets of several carshares HourCar in Minneapolis, Autoshare, Toronto, City
Carshare in San Francisco and Zipcar. Argu-
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ably, this was only the latest round of EVs
in carsharing fleets – earlier efforts involved
Th!nk EVs by City Carshare in San Francisco and Flexcar in Long Beach, through their
association with the Bike Station there.
In a little noticed move, taking advantage
of their Eileo in-vehicle technology, Connect quietly unveiled one-way service in their
New York market. It’s a specialized one way
service that is sure to attract new members
– one way trips to all three New York City
airports. Right now cars can only be picked
up from a single location in Manhattan (the
Hertz rental location at 126 W. 55th). At
$10 per hour to drive to/from the airport,
this seems likely to be a huge win for Hertz.
But late flights and traffic jams could really
spoil the party.
Other Developments in 2010
In Paris, the ground-breaking city-wide Autolib project moved another step closer
to reality with the award of the contract
to dark-horse proposal by French start up
electric vehicle manufacture, Bolloré. The
company was chosen by the Autolib partnership over several other proposals by consortia
of major French companies. When operational Autolib will allow one-way (or round)
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In January, consulting firm Frost and Sullivan got industry juices flowing with visions
of the possibility of millions of carsharing
members – 4.4 million in Europe and US – a
long way from the current 388,000 members
sharing 7,600 vehicles at the beginning of
2010. Assuming a growth 50 percent growth
rate to derive the 4.4 million-member number that seemed rather far fetched to me at
the time. But the possible explosion of P2P
carsharing now makes that seem more possible. Still it will take some major shifts in
government policy to “mainstream” carsharing, and those might be happening.
Finally, an event in 2010 that may have
major implications for carsharing, and all
transportation policy, is the decision by
the Obama Administration for the Environmental Protection Agency to move forward
with regulating greenhouse gases by rule
rather than waiting for legislation.
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Realizing the Potential for Sustainable, Equitable
Transit-Oriented Development
Reconnecting America’s Center for TransitOriented Development (CTOD) has developed
a special white paper report on the impact of
TOD strategies in realizing sustainable, equitable communities. This article is excepted
from that report and reflects the ways in which
coordination, TOD, livability and sustainability overlap.
In 2009, the Obama Administration announced a new interagency partnership on
sustainable communities between the Department of Transportation, Housing and
Urban Development and the Environmental
Protection Agency. An early action by the
Partnership was to announce a set of livability principles to guide future federal investments, policy development, and programs.
These include:
•

•

Provide more transportation choices. Develop safe, reliable, and economical transportation choices to decrease household
transportation costs, reduce our nation’s
dependence on foreign oil, improve air
quality, reduce greenhouse gas emissions,
and promote public health.
Promote equitable, affordable housing.
Expand location- and energy-efficient
housing choices for people of all ages,
incomes, races, and ethnicities to increase
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•

•

mobility and lower the combined cost of
housing and transportation
Enhance economic competitiveness. Improve economic competitiveness through
reliable and timely access to employment
centers, educational opportunities, services and other basic needs by workers,
as well as expanded business access to
markets.
Support existing communities. Target
federal funding toward existing communities—through strategies like transitoriented, mixed-use development, and
land recycling—to increase community
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•

•

revitalization and the efficiency of public
works investments and safeguard rural
landscapes.
Coordinate and leverage federal policies
and investment. Align federal policies and
funding to remove barriers to collaboration, leverage funding, and increase the
accountability and effectiveness of all
levels of government to plan for future
growth, including making smart energy
choices such as locally generated renewable energy.
Value communities and neighborhoods.
Enhance the unique characteristics of
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all communities by investing in healthy,
safe, and walkable neighborhoods—rural,
urban, or suburban.
To help inform the work of the Interagency
Partnership, Reconnecting America today
released a new white paper, Realizing the
Potential for Sustainable, Equitable TOD:
Recommendations to the Interagency Partnership on Sustainable Communities.
The white paper reflects input from a
variety of stakeholders involved in transitoriented development, affordable housing
and community development. Table 2 of the
White Paper contains an extensive list of recommendations for each of the three federal
agencies participating in the Partnership. The
white paper provides a short history of previous federal efforts to promote livable communities and highlights the growing number
of local, regional, and state programs that
successfully leveraged the combined power
of housing, land use, transportation, and
environmental programs to create sustainable
communities. Appendix I provides a summary
of state, regional and local TOD-supportive
policies.
Four key policy recommendations that
could be implemented through the rule-making process or administrative actions over the
next year are provided. The authors believe
this low-hanging fruit would have an enormous impact on the ability of communities to
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successfully plan for their futures.
A Revamped Coordinated Long Range
Planning Process
Work to integrate the federally-required
planning efforts for transportation, housing, and environmental investments on the
regional level to make the planning process
simpler, more effective and to help ensure
that public investments work together to create equitable and sustainable development.
Develop New Project Funding Priorities Based
on Livability Principles
Establish a set of livability measures that
would be used to prioritize project funding
for discretionary grants, something also laid
out in former-Senator Chris Dodd’s Livable
Communities Bill (S. 1619). These principles
should be reflected in criteria for HUD’s upcoming sustainability grants and in new guidance for the federal New Starts / Small Starts
program that funds new transit investments.
Implement the Housing + Transportation
Affordability Index
Affordability is impacted both by housing
and transportation, the two highest household expenditures. For households earning
$50,000 or less, transportation now costs
more than housing in most metropolitan
areas, and this cost is highly dependent on
the character of the location of housing . The
Federal government should act to ensure that
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housing consumers (renters and homebuyers)
and suppliers (investors, builders, regulators
and developers) are made aware of the full
direct costs of housing (including transportation costs), and work to ensure that these
costs are fully disclosed by the marketplace.
Enhanced Comprehensive Technical
Assistance Programs
The most compelling actions that the Interagency Partnership could undertake in the
short term are to support capacity building at
the state, regional and local levels. There is a
demonstrated demand for pursuing sustainable community initiatives locally, however
many communities struggle with trying to
develop funding sources, integrated plans, establishing baselines and performance indicators, and project implementation.
For more on Transit-Oriented Development,
please visit Reconnecting America’s Center for
Transit-Oriented Development at www.ctod.
org.
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The Infrastructure of Coordination
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The infrastructure of mobility coordination includes the traditional models and partners that have served the community
and public transit field so ably over the past several decades. This final focus area examines the award-winning work of Ride
Connection in Portland, Ore., offers a roundtable discussion among participants in CTAA-sponsored Coordination Institutes and
provides a research-oriented article on measuring the effectiveness of mobility coordination strategies. There is — no doubt
— room in the future for these traditional models, particularly as they transition toward adopting some of the principles and
practices highlighted in the previous sections of this magazine.

Ride Connection: A Bridge
Between Community and
Public Transportation

A Roundtable Discussion
of Select Institute for
Transportation Coordination
Teams

52
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A Brief Look at Measuring
Performance of Coordination
Efforts
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Ride Connection: A Bridge Between
Community and Public Transportation
By Jane Hardin
Although Ride Connection traces its beginning to 1985, it was not named until 1999.
The organizers’ choice is apt because the title
expresses exactly the organization’s purpose
and the range of the transportation options
it provides – it is a bridge connecting TriMet
– the public transit provider in the Portland,
Ore., metropolitan region – with the social
service world.
Ride Connection provides much-needed
services – such as door-to-door grocery and
medical trips – for older persons and persons
with disabilities, who are unable to use fixedroute transportation. It includes travel training for its customers, who with this training
can use fixed-route transportation and raises
TriMet’s visibility and general awareness of the
benefits of public transportation with people
who haven’t considered using public transportation.
“Our mission is very global – to provide
reliable and accessible transportation to meet
community need so each of our programs is
designed individually for its own neighborhood,” says Elaine Wells, Executive Director
of Ride Connection, and 2010 CTAA Community Transportation Manager of the Year. “We
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Click on the image above to watch a series of videos on Ride Connection:
Giving the Gift of Mobility

avoid the cookie-cutter approach.”
Building a Mobility Network
Ride Connection is a network of more than
30 social service agencies that annually provides close to 400,000 trips, primarily to older
adults and persons with disabilities, while
also providing travel training to nearly 3,000
people. Its service center provides centralized
information and referrals for more than 2,200
new customers in 2010 and scheduled more
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than 162,000 rides. It has more than 680 drivers, two-thirds of whom are volunteers, and
maintains a fleet of more than 100 buses, plus
volunteer-owned vehicles. These numbers are
impressive, but they tell only part of the Ride
Connection story.
Every year, the agency conducts an analytical review to assess how their spectrum of
services fits the needs of riders and potential
riders. Checking with individual customers
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to learn their views, reviewing effectiveness
of existing programs and gathering data on
changing demographics and their impact on
transportation needs are basic elements of
Ride Connection’s management. They include
service partners and community members in
their strategic planning process, and make
sure that every voice is heard and every idea
documented. Those efforts make possible a
wide-ranging portfolio of partnerships that
serve as the heart of the organization’s coordinated approach to mobility

some of the people using their door-to-door
programs were using them not because they
physically needed them, but because they
were unable to afford the fares for general
public transportation. Ride Connection has
set up a small program that provides fare money to these people so that they can use public transportation. This program gives these
people the opportunity to ride independently,
and it creates spaces on the special transportation vehicles for those who really need them –
the frail elderly and persons with disabilities.

New Ways to Build Partnerships

Similarly, in 2006, Ride Connection, partnering with TriMet, began its program of making retired vehicles available to nonprofit and
government agencies that serve older persons
and persons with disabilities. Retired vehicles
are often vehicles still in good condition but
which have surpassed useful-life standards for
fleet use. Since Ride Connection’s vehicles are
all small, wheelchair-accessible vans, they are
particularly suitable for these organizations.

Ride Connection shares their vehicles when
not in use at a low cost with other nonprofit
organizations without vehicles. For instance,
a nonprofit organization serving persons with
developmental and physical disabilities is
able to borrow a Ride Connection vehicle to
transport its clients to-and-from their work as
evening janitors. Without this transportation,
they would be unable to have this employment. Meanwhile, a church is able to borrow a
Michael’s Place in Beaverton, Oregon, a
vehicle on Sundays to transport members who nonprofit agency, promotes vocational, recwould otherwise be unable to attend services.
reational and therapeutic opportunities for
adults and children with developmental disThe shared vehicle program helps to fill the
abilities. Michael’s Place uses its retired
gap of evening, late hour and weekend service vehicle to transport clients so that they can
that community and public transportation pro- have the experience of learning to care for
viders may lack the resources to provide. It is
miniature horses. Horses have long been used
also an economical use of Ride Connection’s
in therapeutic settings with positive results,
assets – instead of valuable vehicles standing
and miniature horses are particularly suitable
idle, they are being used.
for children and persons with disabilities who
might be intimidated by a standard-size horse.
Likewise, Ride Connection realized that
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A Project Among Equals
The TriMet-Ride Connection partnership
is thriving. Each organization recognizes the
benefits that it derives from their collaboration, a unique blend of public and private entities working together. The foundation for the
relationship is that Ride Connection is doing
what it was created to do: providing special
transportation services to persons who are
unable to use general public transportation
– primarily older persons and persons with
disabilities. And the quality, extent and variety
of these services exceed its organizers’ expectations.
TriMet’s annual contribution to Ride Connection makes up 38 percent of Ride Connection’s budget. Moreover, Ride Connection
can apply for funds which TriMet cannot,
but which support important services in the
region, such as the Federal Transit Administration’s Section 5310 program that provides
capital for transportation for seniors and
persons with disabilities. To leverage this
investment, TriMet has devoted all of its New
Freedom funding to Ride Connection. This
collaboration supports the agencies’ travel
training program – Ridewise – which prepares
persons to ride as independent passengers on
general public transportation – persons who
would otherwise be dependent on LIFT, TriMet’s ADA-complementary transportation.
And the partnership works both ways:
through its Ride Ambassadors, Ride Clubs,
and Transit Boards, Ride Connection attracts
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A Wiser Approach to Travel Training
Among the broader collaboration between
TriMet and Ride Connection, the relationship
has also yielded the RideWise Travel Training
Program, which began as a result of a strategic
review process in community transportation
needs, current programs and potential new
services. RideWise helps both older persons
and persons with disabilities to become independent travelers. It provides individual travel
training to help people learn how to ride buses, light rail, streetcars and Portland’s aerial
tram in the tri-county Portland metropolitan
area, which includes Multnomah, Washington
and Clackamas counties.

Ride Connection Executive Director Elaine Wells receives
the 2010 Community Transportation Manager of the Year
award from Association Board Member William McDonald.

new riders to TriMet. Meanwhile, Ride Connection documents exactly how many dollars
it has saved TriMet through its travel training
programs through a formula for measuring the
financial benefit of the program.
In nominating Wells for the 2010 Community
Transportation Manager of the Year – which
she was awarded at the 2010 Community
Transportation EXPO in Long Beach, Calif.,
TriMet noted Wells’ “tireless work to ensure
that their partnership remains reciprocal, open
and ever evolving.”
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The program’s core services are both individualized and group travel training conducted
through RideWise staff, which practice boarding buses and trains with vehicles that are not
in active service. It also provides assistance
choosing the right mode of transportation for
each trip, and individual trip planning to find
the best way to reach a destination. Finally, it
offers information and support for professionals who provide travel training.
To tell the story of RideWise and to capture its unique spirit, Ride Connection has
prepared a short video available on its webpage, and TriMet and Ride Connection have
prepared a book, The Rider’s Voice, with photographs by Christopher Anderson. In The
Rider’s Voice, older persons and persons with
disabilities who have taken the RideWise training describe the experience in their own words.
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Peter, a retired Special Education Teacher
in Portland, described the program, saying,
“I’ve been retired for three years. I taught
academics and life skills to mostly junior
high school kids. Part of the life skills training involved teaching them how to use public
transportation. Being disabled myself, I had to
learn how to adapt and cope. One of the most
powerful learning experiences that I ever had
was going on a public bus for the first time
by myself after about a month of training.
That experience just changed my life totally. It
opened up a whole new world to me; a world
of independence. For the first time in my
life, I felt a power that I could control my life
rather than having to depend on other people
to control it.”
Making Partnerships Easier
Ride Connection’s network of 30-plus social
service organizations that provide transportation range from local chapters of national organizations like the Urban League, local town
governments, local social service agencies and
nonprofit organization of all sizes, churches,
and senior centers. To make partnerships
more attractive to new organizations, Ride
Connection often prepares a single funding
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application on behalf of smaller partners, who
lack the resources to prepare time-consuming
grant applications. Additionally, the agency
provides outreach and joint marketing of
regional transportation services, which is an
enormous benefit to small agencies with few
resources for advertising, while offering technical assistance on volunteer recruitment,
staff training and development, contract compliance, risk management, safety and reporting assistance, accessible fleet acquisition and
maintenance training technical assistance and
support to service providers and community
organizations.
Staff members from Metropolitan Family
Service – a local nonprofit social service agency – value their working relationship with Ride
Connection. Marj Cannon, Senior Program
Manager, describes the work of the program
as, “helping older persons to do what other
people take for granted.” Given that Metropolitan Family Service and Ride Connection
have similar service goals, it is not surprising
that they work well together.
“I cannot imagine how we could manage the
30,000 rides that we are projected to do this
year without their partnership,” says Molly
Hanson, Coordinator, Metropolitan Family
Service.
As part of its relationship with Ride Connection, Metropolitan Family Service works in an
area of Portland where many older persons live
due to lower housing costs. However, there
are fewer services available for them. Working
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jointly with TriMet and Metropolitan Family Service, Ride Connection leveraged New
Freedom investment to serve the community.
Overcoming challenges in language barriers – Russian is a first language for many in
the neighborhood – as well as service levels,
trip scheduling and customer service. The
relationship has allowed the two agencies to
respond to a community with varying needs.
Likewise, the American Cancer Society and
Ride Connection have partnered to create
the Ride to Recovery Program. The American
Cancer Society recruits, supports and recognizes volunteers, who receive a combined
training program that includes Ride Connection’s extensive driver training for both paid
and volunteer drivers. All rides are scheduled
through Ride Connection’s service center,
and those who are able, travel on one of Ride
Connection’s accessible vehicles to a hospital
or medical center. The volunteers pick up the
remainder of the trips that don’t fit into the
coordinated system. Road to Recovery Programs typically provide transportation to chemotherapy and radiation, while Ride Connection provides transportation for auxiliary rides,
such as trips to the pharmacy, grocery stores.
A Quarter Century of Simple Solutions
These programs are three of Ride Connection’s transit awareness programs – to let
people know about the public transportation
that serves their neighborhood and to let them
know how they can use it. These programs are
simple, inexpensive and easy to manage; they
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are also innovative approaches to tackling one
of the biggest challenges of senior transportation – persuading lifetime drivers to ride the
bus. Even when older people have cut back on
their driving – no night driving, no driving in
heavy traffic, no driving to unfamiliar locations – they hesitate to use public transportation, often simply because it has not been part
of their lives and they have no idea of how to
use it. These simple programs are remarkably
effective in attracting new riders to public
transit.
The TriMet-Ride Connection Partnership, which has survived for 25-plus years,
is a model Its results are impressive, and are
exactly the results that public transportation
agencies will need to achieve if they are to
meet the challenges of an aging population.
Ride Connection, with TriMet’s support, has
produced an array of innovative and wellmanaged special transportation services to
meet the needs of older persons and persons
with disabilities. In turn, TriMet’s support
has strengthened Ride Connection’s efforts
to build support with the staffs and boards
of local governments, banks, and businesses.
And TriMet’s support of Ride Connection has
enhanced its own reputation with the social
service organizations and nonprofit organizations in the area.
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A Roundtable Discussion of Select Institute for
Transportation Coordination Teams
The Institute for Transportation Coordination is an intensive, three-day training and
planning forum created to enhance community transportation by coordinating funding,
information, services and equipment. Since
2006, CTAA has convened three national
Institutes and three state-based Institutes,
making inter-community dialogue and planning available to more than 80 teams. These
experiences were brought to life by CTAA staff
from both the National Resource Center for
Human Service Transportation Coordination
and the Joblinks Employment Transportation
Center with funding from the Federal Transit
Administration, the Department of Labor’s
Employment and Training Administration and
state funding.
During the Institute, team members have
the opportunity to learn about coordination
models, explore promising local coordination
practices, discuss effective community outreach and partnership-building strategies and
increase their knowledge about technical tools
and other operational issues. Attention is also
given to leveraging federal dollars and maximizing relationships with local agencies. Each
team uses time at the Institute to develop a
12-month action plan around self-selected focus areas and generate ideas for growing their
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coalition once back home.
To read more about the Institute for Transportation Coordination, read: The Institute for
Transportation Coordination: Supporting Local Collaboration and Innovation to Expand
Community Mobility
If you are interested in co-hosting a state Institute for Transportation Coordination with the
Community Transportation Association, please
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contact Carolyn Jeskey at jeskey@ctaa.org or
Chris Zeilinger at zeilinger@ctaa.org.
Next up: CTAA co-hosts the Iowa Institute for
Transportation Coordination in May 2011.
To give readers an idea of how the Institute
works and what types of outcomes it helps create, we asked several team leaders from previous Institutes a series of questions.
DigitalCT: Tell us about the particular
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coordination challenge or opportunity that DigitalCT: How did the Institute focus
your team chose to tackle at the Institute?   your efforts or change your team’s approach to transportation and mobility
Nancy Dougal, Essex County, N.Y. Team:
coordination?
We were just getting started with coordination when we were at the Institute, we
Nancy Dougal, Essex County, N.Y. Team:
were moving forward to open a one-call
We were not focused on anything when we
center. We took the first call on September
arrived in Washington for the Institute. We
15, 2008. Our software went live in June of
were pretty scattered due to the fact that all
2009. We scheduled 16,600 rides through
of the coordination efforts were new to us
our one-call center in 2010. We began getand we had a lot of ideas that were all over
ting fully allocated cost for public transit
the place. The Institute helped us focus on
from local social services in 2010 and our
one area of need. We learned we needed to
bus ridership has doubled again, we have
have really good plans and to focus on one
gone from under 2,000 rides per year to
thing at a time. We began to slow down a
11,000.
little and learned to work on one area at a
time, and then bring everything else to the
Stevie Greathouse, Capital Area of Texas
plan that made it complete.
Team: We initially arrived at the Institute
with the plan to tackle conflicting eligibility
Stevie Greathouse, Capital Area of Texas
requirements among the various transportaTeam: Over the course of the Institute our
tion services available in the region.
approach changed from identifying conflicting requirements, to developing an invenKaren Juhl, Sherborn, Massachusetts
tory of resources and a training module that
Team: The toughest part for us was involving would allow caseworkers and other front line
the town and building interest in the project. staff to provide up to date referral informaWe succeeded in getting buy-in from the
tion to their clients that matched services
Selectmen and local businesses; we had very with needs.
limited success (despite herculean efforts) to
get the commuters on-board with the project. Karen Juhl, Sherborn, Massachusetts
We did two mailings, three weeks of articles
Team: The Institute provided the resources
in the local paper and a “SherbornMOVES”
to help us focus our project on one specific
special event, which showcased the van and
area and provided us expertise in marketing
provided trips to the commuter rail station.
and a voice of experience — also known as:
been there, tried that.
Lawrence Alpert, Shiawassee County,
Mich., Team: Whether/how to create a Mobility Manager position.
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Lawrence Alpert, Shiawassee County,
Mich., Team: Focused us to go after grants,
we hired a mobility coordinator/manager and
have additional programs to offer our community.
DigitalCT: What has your team accomplished since the Institute?
Nancy Dougal, Essex County, N.Y. Team:
We are receiving the full amount of social
services share. We are costing the tax payers very little and we have a great service.
Our bus ridership is up more than double
2009, and more people are riding to health
care. We provide free rides for seniors and
Veterans to doctor appointments on the bus,
the first Wednesday of every month is our
Green Day, so everyone rides for free. We
have four regularly schedules routes compared to one prior to the Institute.
Stevie Greathouse, Capital Area of Texas
Team: Since the Institute, we have conducted a survey of front-line workers to assess
their current knowledge about the family of
transportation services in the region and to
assess how they might best be able to use
information and training materials, we have
developed a consumer-focused inventory of
transportation resources and we have begun
beta testing a Google-based tool for displaying the data. Once we have the data and tool
finalized, we intend to develop and pilot test a
training curriculum that will allow front-line
workers to use the tool to provide their clients
with transportation referral information.
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Karen Juhl, Sherborn, Massachusetts
Team: While we did get a commuter bus to
the train up and running, we are (unfortunately) going to discontinue the service in
the near future after 14 months of trying.
Ridership has been disappointing. Sherborn
is a unique town, which has deep pockets
and would rather commute than wait for a
bus service.
Lawrence Alpert, Shiawassee County,
Mich., Team: Have grants supporting a volunteer driver/escort program and accessible
taxi program.
DigitalCT: What was your overall impression of the Institute process and outcomes?  

mon goal. It provided us an opportunity to
brainstorm, build on the successes of others
and learn from mistakes. For the SherbornMOVES team, the Institute also gave us a
sense of credibility with the town and the
selectmen. We had been selected and funded
by an outside group. The Institute provided
us with resources and experts who could
work with and guide us. It was a very positive experience for Sherborn team. While the
outcome was not what we had hoped, our
team feels very positive about the time we
invested and maybe should circumstances
change, we may tackle transportation issues
for another segment of the population with
more success!

Lawrence Alpert, Shiawassee County,
Mich., Team: Very intense, very structured,
a lot of information was available.

Nancy Dougal, Essex County, N.Y. Team: I
thought it was great. Our outcome was also
great — we have a great bunch of people
working together to make it happen. I have
called CTAA a few times along the way for
help or advice and it has always been good
advice. I would come again if I could.
Stevie Greathouse, Capital Area of Texas
Team: The Institute was great, and really
helped to bond and invigorate a core group
of participants from our coordinating committee. This group continues to meet regularly and get stuff done.
Karen Juhl, Sherborn, Massachusetts
Team: The Institute was a wonderful opportunity. It brought different town groups
together and helped us work towards a com-
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Building Upon Traditional Coordination Models

A Brief Look at Measuring Performance of
Coordination Efforts
By Jon Burkhardt and Charles Dickson
Coordination efforts are typically undertaken to
solve problems that are perceived to exist in the
provision of current services. Among these problems are:
•
•
•
•
•

Multiple providers with duplicative services
Services provided that do not meet all the
mobility needs in the community
Variations in service quality and standards
A lack of reliable information for consumers
High per-trip costs

So, once a coordination initiative is undertaken,
how do you determine if the effort is yielding the
desired benefits?
Performance measurement is a tool to judge efforts by quantifying outputs and outcomes against
agreed-upon standards. If you don’t measure outputs and outcomes, there is no way to tell how to
improve services, how to more effectively allocate
resources or if your efforts are cost effective.

effectiveness may be measured by cost per passenger, and passengers served per hour is a measure
of service effectiveness.
Measuring service quality is more subjective,
but can be accomplished by looking at factors
such as on-time performance and asking passengers to rate various attributes of the service, such
as availability and affordability.
In developing a performance measurement system for coordinated systems, there are some key
principles to keep in mind:
•
•
•

•

•
The basic measures of performance can be
grouped around issues such as cost efficiency, cost
•
effectiveness, service effectiveness and service
quality. The first three measures are commonly expressed as ratios. For instance, cost efficiency may •
be measured as total operating cost per hour, cost
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Link chosen measures to the strategy that is
being implemented.
Find the critical measures that truly determine the success of the project.
Ensure that all of the partners involved in
the coordination process agree on the desired
outcomes and the measures used to determine
success.
What is done with measures is as important as
what your measures are.
Measure trends over time, not just a snapshot
at one point in time.
Make sure the customers’ opinions are reflected in the measures.
For the most part, measures should be used
as a tool to measure your project’s progress
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against past performance. Although you can
compare your project against other similar
projects, variables that are unique to specific
communities may have large impacts on specific outcomes.
There is an old adage in accounting that says
the cost of any controls implemented should not
outweigh the expected benefits. This is also true
in measuring performance: the measures need to
be informative, easily understood, obtainable at
reasonable costs, and applicable to transportation
management decisions.
In TCRP Report 91 – Economic Benefits of
Coordinating Human Service Transportation and
Transit Services (http://onlinepubs.trb.org/onlinepubs/tcrp/tcrp_rpt_91.pdf) Jon Burkhardt, David
Koffman, and Gail Murray discuss performance
measures as they relate to coordination programs.
The table below (updated from that report) shows
the factors to be considered in gauging the success and desired outcomes of coordination programs. A community’s coordinated transportation
services should show improvement over the previously uncoordinated operations in terms of system
characteristics (inputs), performance measures
(outputs), service attribute assessments (outputs),
and overall service achievements (outcomes). Details are shown in the table available here.
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Transit Notes
Act (ARRA) investment – of the region’s mobility needs. The group, which will ultimate
include riders and transportation providers
along with business interests, plans on raising investment to hire a full-time director to
oversee the initiative, which could eventually
resemble a brokerage model employed elsewhere.
Transportation Co-Op Formed in
Yellowstone-Teton Region
Under the auspices of the existing Yellowstone Business Partnership – a group of
business leaders promoting the YellowstoneTeton region in Idaho, Montana and Wyoming – are forming a new transportation
collective to improve options to connect their
enterprises. Dubbed Linx, the effort was
initiated in January 2010 to coordinate both
public and private transportation services
across 27 counties and four tribal reservations in the area. The first formal meeting
of the group was held in Billings, Mont., on
Jan. 4, 2011 to begin formulating an approach to the project, including a website
providing details on the myriad options.
The website will not only contain service
information and contact listings, but also
include trip planning tools for riders, scheduling and ticket purchases and direction to
the various business interests served by the
transportation providers. The project follows
an extensive study period in 2010 – supported by American Recovery and Reinvestment
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“We saw this as a golden opportunity to be
part of the solution to the nagging problem
of connectivity in this region,” said Eric
Forseth, Vice President of Rimrock Stages, a
founding member of the Linx board of directors. “People all over the country are watching the project because this has never been
tried in the United States on this scale,” said
Jan Brown, Director of the Yellowstone Business Partnership.

es, as well as to community locations such as
Victoria Gardens, Ontario Mills, and Epicenter Stadium via the bus.

The Center also is equipped for future regional expansion, including space for an
articulated bus to accommodate Omnitrans’
planned sbX rapid transit service through the
San Bernardino Valley. The $2.5 million cenChaffey College Transit Center Opens
ter was built with funds from State Proposition 1B, appropriated by San Bernardino
Reduced parking and traffic issues, enhanced Associated Governments (SANBAG). In
accessibility, and community connectivity
addition to its four centrally-located bus
await Omnitrans’ growing student ridership
stops, the Center features two bus shelters,
at the brand-new Chaffey College Transit
benches and information kiosks in attracCenter. A joint project of Omnitrans – the
tively landscaped surroundings.
public transit provider in San Bernardino
Valley of Southern California – and Chaffey
“The partnership between Omnitrans and
College, the Center is located on the ColChaffey College is a win-win for our stulege’s main campus at 5885 Haven Avenue
dents, faculty and staff,” said Chaffey Colin Rancho Cucamonga. Three Omnitrans
lege Superintendent and President Dr. Henry
routes, 68, 80, and 81, began service to the
Shannon. “The new Transit Center provides
Center on Jan. 3. Students are able to cona convenient location for those who travel by
nect directly from the main Chaffey campus
bus. In addition, the project also provided a
to the College’s Fontana and Chino campus- new student parking lot.”
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Intercity Transit Supports Passes for
Social Service Clients

agency and their partners will re-evaluate the
program in August to determine if any modifications are necessary. For Intercity Transit
leaders and their partners, the opportunity
to help its riders in most need was a natural
decision.
“It’s definitely a poverty-stricken group of
people,” said Judi Hoefling, Community
Relations Director for Behavioral Health
Resources, which is partnering with Intercity Transit on the effort. “To take away the
bus passes was to basically confine them to
homes, unless they could access Dial-a-Lift
or other specialty programs.”

After cuts to Washington’s state-supported
Medicaid program threatened transportation
options for many Intercity Transit passengers, the transit agency approved a $100,000
investment for passes for many social service
clients. Intercity Transit – which provides
service in the state’s Capitol region, including Olympia, Lacey, Tumwater and Yelm –
will offer half price passes to social service
agencies for $15 a piece, which could then
support the remainder of the expense for
their clients.
The policy change was expected to impact
more than 2,220 people in the region, most
of which earn under $5,000 each year. Intercity Transit will distribute the passes to the
partnering agencies by February, when they
will be made available to clients. The transit
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Addison County Transit Resources
Records Large Ridership Gains Following
Service Expansion
In March 2010, Addison County Transit
Resources (ACTR) expanded the county’s
shuttle bus services by 40 percent. Since
then, ridership on the system has increased
by 44 percent, far exceeding national
industry trends. Typically, when new hours
of service are added to bus systems, ridership
numbers take up to three years to match the
expansion not just eight months, as has been
achieved here.
Annual ridership of the bus system is now
projected to surpass 110,000, a 325 percent
increase since 2002. In addition, for the
ninth consecutive year, ACTR is on track to
meet or exceed performance benchmarks set
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by the Vermont Agency of Transportation for
rides per hour and cost per ride. In Fiscal
Year 2011, including trips provided through
its Dial-a-Ride program, ACTR expects to
provide more than 160,000 total rides.
“For ridership to reach this level in less than
a year means there has been incredible pentup demand and validates the community’s
strong investment in public transportation,”
said Jim Moulton, Executive Director of
ACTR. “Clearly, more people are using
ACTR to get to work, healthcare services,
schools and grocery stores, all while saving
money.”

through upgraded software through the
state investment. The effort builds off the
agency’s 2009 program – the Developmental
Disabilities Transportation Pilot Project
– and partners with other human service
agencies including People, Inc., Aspire of
Western New York and Southeast Works.
Meanwhile, support from the Federal Transit
Administration’s New Freedom program will
allow CTE to expand mobility options for
seniors in Erie County. Expanded ambulatory
and wheelchair service will be provided
under the program, and CTE anticipates
providing more than 2,500 such trips in
2011. CTE will coordinate the investment
along with the Erie County Department of
Senior Services and Rural Transit Services.
Brockton Area Transit Authority Launches
Hybrid Buses

Center for Transportation Excellence to
Expand Service in Buffalo Area
Investment from the Federal Transit
Administration and the New York State
Office for Persons with Developmental
Disabilities will allow the Center for
Transportation Excellence (CTE) to
expand service for seniors and people with
disabilities in the Buffalo, N.Y. metropolitan
region. The human services agency will
develop new models for coordinated
transportation for individuals accessing day
rehabilitation and pre-vocational programs
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By debuting a series of three hybrid buses to
their vehicle fleet, the Brockton Area Transit
Authority – which serves Brockton and
other communities south of Boston – hopes
to not only improve the local environment
but also save up to $30,000 per year due to
reduced fuel use. With 50 percent better fuel
economy than the existing diesel buses, the
hybrid vehicles augment the agency’s green
initiative which also includes solar panels on
its downtown facility and parking garage.

standard fleet, and a new name brand will
be selected by area students. The vehicle
purchase was made possible through
investment through the American Recovery
and Reinvestment Act. The Brockton
Area Transit Authority operates 14 fixed
bus routes and paratransit service within
Brockton and nine other nearby towns. The
service connects with the Massachusetts Bay
Transportation Authority’s commuter rail
service in Brockton and connects with the
Red Line rapid transit in Ashmont, both of
which serve Boston directly.

A new sky blue paint scheme will
differentiate the hybrid buses from the
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Coordination Bookshelf
A wealth of research and other informational resources area available on coordination topics. The following list is culled from the Association’s
monthly e-newsletter, Tappy Grams, and other resources on the Association’s Web site (www.ctaa.org). To subscribe to Tappy Grams, please email boswell@ctaa.org .
Myths and Realities: Finding Information Resources About Human Service Transportation
Coordination
http://web1.ctaa.org/webmodules/webarticles/articlefiles/Resources_MythsAndRealities_20100716.pdf (PDF)
By the National Resource Center for Human
Service Transportation Coordination (NRC)
This paper will introduce you to the basic
sources of coordination information, explain
how to find coordination information on the
World Wide Web, and introduce some of the
foundational documents on this topic. While
the National Resource Center invests a large
portion of its time and energy on facilitating
the person-to-person connections that are
key to the coordination process, this paper
specifically addresses information resources
(mostly electronic ones available on the
World Wide Web) that can complement the
personal assistance available by contacting
the NRC staff, Ambassador corps, and our
network of technical assistance providers.
Search strategies for finding Internet resources, as well as a list of helpful links, are
also included in this paper.
Coordination: It’s the Law
www.NRCtransportation.org/coordinationlaw
By the National Resource Center for Human
Service Transportation Coordination (NRC)
Even before President George W. Bush is-
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sued Executive Order 13330 on Human
Service Transportation Coordination, legal
language existed to encourage coordination.
In this primer, NRC Director Chris Zeilinger
explains federal transit laws (specifically the
Federal Transit Act, codified at Chapter 53
of Title 49 of the United States Code) that
require coordination—including coordination between public transportation and human services in statewide and metropolitan
transportation planning, in the provision of
urban and rural public transportation, and
in the provision of specialized transportation
services to elderly individuals, persons with
disabilities, and persons from low-income
households accessing jobs or job-related
activities.
Preparing Coordinated Transportation Plans:
A Guidebook for State Departments of Transportation
http://onlinepubs.trb.org/onlinepubs/nchrp/
nchrp_rrd_331.pdf (PDF)
By the National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP Research Results
Digest 331)
This report explores existing coordinated
planning processes within state departments
of transportation (DOTs) that meet the Federal Transit Administration’s (FTA’s) requirements. The report also examines aspects of
those processes that will be useful to other
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state DOTs and their planning partners as
they develop or revise their own planning
processes.
State Human Service Transportation Coordinating Councils: An Overview and State
Profiles
Prepared by the National Conference of
State Legislatures
http://web1.ctaa.org/webmodules/webarticles/articlefiles/NCSL_StateCoordinatingCouncilsBrief_February2010.pdf (PDF)
Coordinating councils have been formed in
recognition of the complex governing structures that have arisen over time to meet the
needs of various groups for transportation
services. These complex governing structures have resulted in a lack of consistency
in approaches, an overlap of services in some
places, and unconnected services in others.
In addition, due to funding shortfalls and
policy and implementation failures, many
who need transportation are left unserved or
underserved. This report provides a synopsis
of how state coordinating councils operate, provides a 50-state reference table, and
profiles the 25 existing state coordinating
councils.
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Handbook for Creating Local Transportation
Coordinating Councils in Colorado
Prepared by Transit Plus, Inc. for the Colorado Interagency Coordinating Council for
Transportation Access and Mobility
http://web1.ctaa.org/webmodules/webarticles/articlefiles/UnitedWeRideRegion8Handbook_20090217.pdf (PDF)
Colorado is facilitating the coordination
of human service transportation programs
throughout the state. This handbook has
been produced by the Colorado Interagency
Coordinating Council for Transportation
Access and Mobility (Colorado Council)
to assist you in coordinating transportation
resources and establishing local or regional
coordinating councils. It provides a decisionmaking framework for determining how to
establish your council to best address local
mobility priorities. There are important issues for each region in the state to consider
when setting up coordinating councils. This
handbook guides you through the major
steps in the process and provides information
and referrals regarding available transportation services.
Economic Benefits of Coordinating Human
Service Transportation and Transit Services
http://onlinepubs.trb.org/Onlinepubs/tcrp/
tcrp_rpt_91.pdf (PDF)
By the Transit Cooperative Research Program (TCRP Report 91)
This report presents general coordination
concepts, strategies for increasing coordination, and the benefits and industry-wide
impacts of coordination. Strategies for coor-
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dination include generating new revenues by
providing services to new markets, contracting with other agencies to provide services
to their current clientele, and coordinated
dispatching. Local benefits include increased
sources of funding, increased efficiency,
increased mobility, and secondary economic
benefits.
Toolkit for Rural Community Coordinated
Transportation Services
http://onlinepubs.trb.org/Onlinepubs/tcrp/
tcrp_rpt_101.pdf (PDF)
By the Transit Cooperative Research Program (TCRP Report 101)
This toolkit describes basic coordination concepts, describe the process for initiating new
coordinated transportation efforts, present
techniques for improving the effectiveness
of existing efforts, and provide a number
of case studies for demonstrative purposes.
Case studies begin on page 233 of this PDF,
which is a large file (2.73 MB).
National Transit Database: Policy on Reporting of Coordinated Human Services Transportation Data
By the Federal Transit Administration
http://web1.ctaa.org/webmodules/webarticles/articlefiles/fta0304.pdf (PDF)
Excerpt: “Coordinating a trip through a
brokerage does not create a subcontractor
relationship with the other human service
transportation providers participating in a
brokerage. Thus, such trips should not be
reported to the NTD by a transit provider operating a brokerage. The only trips from the
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brokerage that the transit provider should
report to the NTD are those referred to itself
and carried out using its own directly-operated equipment or using its purchased transportation subcontractors.”
Monthly Publications from the National
Resource Center (NRC) for Human
Service Transportation Coordination
Capitol Clips, a weblog covering federal news
affecting community transportation
www.nrccapitolclips.blogspot.com
Tappy Grams, a monthly electronic newsletter with coordination publication alerts
www.ctaa.org/tappygrams
NRC Myths and Realities Series
http://web1.ctaa.org/webmodules/webarticles/anmviewer.asp?a=2008&z=62
NRC Technical Assistance News, news and resources from the NRC Technical Assistance
Providers Network
http://nrctanews.blogspot.com/
The Express Stop, news and resources from
the National Consortium on the Coordination of Human Services Transportation
http://express-stop.blogspot.com/
Coordinated Human Services Transportation
Plans
www.ctaa.org/coordinationplans
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ABOUT US
Community Transportation Magazine is the voice of the Community
Transportation Association, a national association dedicated to making
mobility alternatives available to all Americans. The Association’s Board
of Directors provides national leadership and direction for the Association. The Board relies on the special expertise of its State Delegate
Council to assist in their important efforts.

OUR BOARD OF DIRECTORS: Charles Carr, President; Ann Gilbert,
Vice President; David White, CCTM, Treasurer; Barbara Cline, CCTM,
Secretary; Ann August; Rochelle Cotey; Santo Grande, CCTM; Robert
P. Koska; Dave Marsh; John McBeth; Dave O’Connell; Fred Schmidt,
PhD.; Moses Stites, CCTM; and Linda Yaeger, CCTM. Ex-Officio Directors: Dan Dirks CCTM; Jo Ann Hutchinson, Reginald Knowlton, CCTM;
William McDonald; Roland Mross.
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Alaska • David Levy; Arizona • Jeff Meilbeck; Arkansas • Betty Bradshaw; California • Jeff Webster; Colorado • Hank Braaksma, CCTM;
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Cathy Brown; Georgia • Robert Hiett; Hawaii • Don Medeiros, CCTM;
Idaho • Cecelia Hockett, CCTM; Illinois • Tom Zucker, CCTM; Indiana
• Sue Chapple, CCTM; Iowa • Shirley Helgevold; Kansas • Lisa Koch;
Kentucky • Beecher Hudson; Louisiana • Donna Lavigne; Maine •
Jim Wood; Maryland • Sherry Burford, CCTM; Massachusetts • Jack
Mastrangelo; Michigan • Dan Wedge; Minnesota • Mike Ness; Mississippi • John Johnson;   Missouri • Randy Beem, CTPA; Montana •
Ron Wenger; Nebraska • Georgia Janssen; Nevada • Debbie Davenhaver ; New Hampshire • Van Chesnut; New Jersey • Yvonne Manfra,
CCTM; New Mexico • David Harris, AICP; New York • Damon Mustaca, CCTM; North Carolina • Vincent Brown, CCTM; North Dakota
• Darrell Francis, CCTM; Ohio • Kristina Reider; Oklahoma • Charla
Sloan, CCTM; Oregon • Elaine Wells; Pennsylvania • Martha Pierce;
Rhode Island • Doug Wood; South Carolina • Lynnda Bassham; South
Dakota • Ronald Baumgart; Tennessee • Chris Kleehammer; Texas •
Margie Lucas; Utah • Todd Beutler, CCTM; Vermont • Jim Moulton;
Virginia • Mark McGregor, CCTM; Washington • Kelly Scalf; West Virginia • David Bruffy; Wisconsin • Greg Seubert; and Wyoming • Sean
Solan.

An Exciting Member Benefit: Take Control of
Your Insurance
The Insurance Store at CTAA offers a menu of insurance and employee benefits products and services available to CTAA members through leading insurance professionals at Arthur J Gallagher Risk Management Services, Inc. and
Gallagher Benefit Services, Inc., subsidiaries of Arthur J. Gallagher & Co.
Through group buying power, CTAA members can obtain more comprehensive
coverage, superior customer service, state-of-the-art risk management services
and more competitive insurance pricing for their employees and their systems.
Take control of your insurance; own it, don’t rent it.

Technical Assistance
How do you know if you have the right amount of insurance? The Insurance
Store at CTAA can provide you tools to help evaluate your current program
through a variety of techniques including coverage analysis and comparison,
loss analysis and forecasting. Contact us now for a comprehensive confidential
insurance review.

Risk Management Services
Our goal is to help you manage your overall cost of risk, and obtaining insurance coverage is only one part of that. The Insurance Store at CTAA can support your objectives by managing the claims-handling process, by helping you
identify major areas of exposure, and by bringing you additional ways of managing risk.

Visit The Insurance Store at CTAA for Full Details
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DigitalCT Inbox
After the debut of our premier edition of DigitalCT last November, we received many kind words of support for our
new take on our publication. Those notes are published below. We appreciate any feedback you might have on
DigitalCT; simply send an email to Editor-in-Chief Scott Bogren at cteditor@ctaa.org.

• “Great job. I know how much work goes into developing such a medium. My hope for you and your colleagues is
that it will receive the approbation and utilization it so richly deserves.” -- Walt Townshend
• “Enjoyed the new online magazine and particularly the topic for this first issue.” – Pat Crocker
• “Kudos to all for a fantastic first edition. Really well done. “ – John Baker
• “Excellent idea, well done. I am particularly interested in the variety of communication techniques you use – print,
Internet, the “Talking Head” video, which reaches many more people than any other that I’ve seen. I trust that you
won’t mind if I “steal” your excellent techniques and approaches for use in our work. With moving subjects like
transit and transportation, how much more effective when transportation modes are shown in action, in embedded videos!” – Harold Nils
• “The new DigitalCT is absolutely fabulous.  I love every page of it!  Thanks so much.” – Taunya Kopke
• “...this digital version is the best CT ever.  I read it from the first paragraph to the last...and it was 47 pages.” – Aniko
Lazlo
• “I applaud your digital magazine. You’ve done much more than transfer the print to digital – congrats. You’ve produced a model for what I’d like to do in our metro. One of these meetings I’d like to discuss production processes
with you. Again, be proud. As a fledgling mobility manager I can use it widely.” – Lee Myers
• YOUR PREMIERE ISSUE WAS GREAT” – Betty Bradshaw
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